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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I

This study is intended to analyze and explain the use of TtA£<05
and cognates primarily in the thirteen Pauline Epistles and Hebrews, with
specific reference to the problem of semantic uniformity in these epistles.
/

Although much has been written about individual occurrences of ,t.Atc o 5 ,
/

the question of the ·over-all role of

-rrAcco5 terminology has received

less attention than it deserves, and where treated, has too often been
considered under the category of "perfection," which is not always an
appropriate category for understanding individual passages, or recurring
themes associated with

r;At.co5 •

The findings of this study will be

used to determine the appropriateness of the English adjective "perfect"
in translating

/

TE.Al<o5

•

This investigation is confined to the

Pauline Epistles and Hebrews in order to include the largest concentrations
of both the verb and the adjective under the fewest number of authors.
Pauline authorship is assumed for all the passages cited in Chapter III.
/

Chapter II is an investigation of the background of rL'\t(Oj .and

TfAc(/w.

The methodological presupposition behind the selection of extra/

biblical usages is that the use of

Tl.Arco5 . prior to the writing of the
/

New Testament provides commonly accepted understandings of TlArco5
various contexts.
/

.

TtAt<o5

in

Although it is helpful to investigate the usage of

in post-New Testament writings, and in New Testament writings out-

side of Paul's Epistles and Hebrews, the influence of such usage on the
epistles under -consideration cannot be determined.

Where possible, the

extra-biblical usages of Chapter II are taken from written sources which

2

either antedate or are contemporaneous with Paul's writings.

An exception

is made in the case of gnostic and mystery usages, where many written
sources are late.

The importance of determining the influence of the

I

mysteries on T£A£<OJ, and the scarcity of pre-Pauline writings justifies the examination of later writings.
Chapters III and IV deal with Paul and Hebrews respectively.
former deals primarily with
I

.

The only use of TLAtco5

TfAH o .5 ,

the latter primarily with

The

T£At.c1i..::, •

in Hebrews is treated at the end of Chapter Tl/,

and compared with Paul's usage.

Chapter V states the conclusions.

CHAPTER II
THE MEANING OF TE.Ac I Oi. AND TE./\ EI o.n..
I

Overview of Ti
A complete study of T{.).05

is not the purpose of this investigation,

however an overview is necessary s~nce
etymologically and in usage.

Aos

-,
I i)., o .S

I

TtAos

I

affects 7rAl(o5

both
I

is formed from the verb

T

tAl\ w

("to accomplish, to perform"), and is used to describe either goal or end.
The latter bears two possible connotations:
Of these, "completion" is the more frequent.

termination or completion.
Among the various meanings

I

of

TiA05

are:

power of deciding, office, decision, task, offering, dues,

expenditure, military station, goal, and full realization.

The wide

variety of meanings stems from the various perspectives from which

T~Aos

I

may be viewed.

Where performance itself is foremost,

any number of activities.

rtAos

can assume

Where the goal of performance or the completion

of activity is foremost, the meanings narrow to include primaril~ aim and

.

atta1.nment.

1
Classical Usage

The following references to
tive.

I

re>. cc_o5 are not intended to be exhaus-

They have been chosen among many either because they are unusually

,fAos

1nu Plessis summarizes the essential character of
as follows:
"1. As nomen actionis (coming to pass), it expresses decreed activity; 2.
wherein the notion of turning is evident; 3. proclaiming, therefore, the
suggestive idea of a turning point as opposed to ultimate finality; 4.
nevertheless underscoring the idea of completion, in that attainment of
this point marks the conswmnation of a particular period, stage, achievement,

4

clear or fairly representative.

I

The various nuances of TlAlc.05

may be

seen within its wide area of application.
As used of animals i .t denotes cul tic purity, as in Homer's Iliad 1, 66,
where it refers to unblemished goats.

It also denotes full growth, as in

Democritus 59.60, and Herodotus I,183.
Of men an4 women it is used to denote maturity and adulthood.

The

Cyropaedia of X~nophon (I 2.4) clearly divides men into three groups:
/

7fd(d(S '

)I

Tt..,\l<o<.

t>l.Y

I

nAcco(

adults the

/

c>eq ' and 0 teo(c.,reoc.. Plato, likewise calls
(Laws 929 c).

also denotes being married.

I

There are some indications that r£Atco5

The clearest passage, however, re~ers to a
I

goddess rather than a human.
when married to Zeus.

In Pausanius VIII.22,2, Hera is called ,tAlc~

It may be, as Bayfield suggests, that

I

riAc,~

I

was originally just the counterpart of ,£.;\ re of , a title well known for
Zeus.

2

But since Hera was also the goddess of marriage, her title may

have been associated with the

I

TtA05 ,

or rite, of marriage.

Another

I

passage which loosely associates rtAcc.05

with marriage is Agamemnon 973,
)

'

I

where the master of the house is called olY'7f -r CAC<o S

• Since·matu~ity

I

and marriage are usually related, TtAt<os

easily covers either or both

aspects.
As .

ness.

/

7

tArcoJ

applies to humans it can also designate skill and complete-

Plato refers to the skill of Pericles as an orator by calling him

event or process, but admitting the suggestion of a new begifnin;; 5.
f~nally, denoting totality, of something which extends ffrom~e~~ to
,i...\oJ ." Paul Johannes du Plessis, Teleios. The Idea o Per ect1.on in the
New Testament (Kampen: J. H. Kok N. v., 1959),· P• 45.
2
•
i :ves o f
.l!.
A. Bayfield, · "On Some Der1.vat
~ ' XV (1901), 446.

I

re.I\1 05 ," The Classical Re-

5
the most perfect speaker (Phaedrus 269e).
skill in either virtue or vice.

In Laws 687b Plato refers to
/

Sometimes ,t~c., 05 means "complete,"
/

as in Isocrates 12,32, where a man is rtALroJ
all the virtues.

and educated when he has

Similarly, Plato says a man can become perfect in an

area by overcoming a deficiency, and thus become complete (Laws 647d).

As applied to things, it denotes completeness, totality, and realization.

Plato speaks of the complete year in Timaeus 39d, a year in which

all the planets return to their starting points.

Aristotle, in Nicomachean

Ethics (I,6,p.1098a,18) speaks of a complete lifetime.
I

(III6,201a,9,13) ,ll\HoS

In his Physics

u \

is used synonymously with 0.-,05

from which nothing is absent.

to denote that

Plato uses it in Laws XI,93lb, to describe

the r·ealization of an argument.
The word applied to things can also signify finality and insuperability.

In Aeschylus' Suppliants 739, the fateful decision of the gods is

called the

/

T(A£Co(

ble decision.

"

'f;

r

05

'

which is the final, authoritative, inascapa-

In Seven Against Thebes, 832, Aeschylus speaks of the dark

"

/

and prevailing ill over Oedipus' line as µt..A6'CYol and ,cAccll( •
fate is unrelenting.

His

A related notion, that of insuperability, is .seen

in the Critias of Plato (106b), where knowledge is said to be the most perfect medicine.

Aristotle in his Nicomachean Ethics (V,3,p.1129b,30), says

that righteousness is the most perfect virtue because it is the practice
of perfect virtue.

As
0~

/

applied to gods, Tl~lco5 ·

such application are:

is a title of pre- eminence.

Zeus (Agamemnon 973); Hera (Eumenides 214); the

gods (Seven Against Thebes ·167).

The title stresses the perfection of the

gods, especially denoting their power and effectiveness.

I

Examples

ii

6

Aristotle's definition in Metaphysics V,16,p.102lb,12-31, although
it does not cover every use of the word, is a useful summary of the
I

association of TE.,,\o_s

with

I

·

TL~ t.c.

o5 •

Teleios is that which constitutes an aggregate from which no component part is absent, e.g. the time of something is only then teleios
when no intrinsic element of this can be identified extrinsically;
_and again: that which is insuperable in respect of virtue and
excellence. A physician, for example, is teleios and a flutist is
teleios when in consistency with the requisite aptitudes of their
respective crafts, they are lacking in nothing. In metaphorical
sense, we also speak of sycophants and thieves as perfect by call~
ing such depreciative qualities good. And virtue is a certain perfection, and each thing is then perfect when in accordance with the
species of its proper excellence of virtue no part of the natural
magnitude is deficient. Moreover, teleios is also an appellation
of. that which has successfully reached its telos, and a beneficial
and meritorious telos at that; for by the attainment of its contemplated end, something is teleios. However, as telos is culminant,
we also speak of utter destruction and complete depravity where
deficiency is absolute and where it culminates in disaster. Thus
also, metaphorically, death is a telos because both are extremes.
Likewise telos and the final cause are ultimates.
Greek Religious Usage
The mystery religions and gnosticism are a fruitful field of investigation for the study of

T/.Alco5

to persons .

/

TlAr,os

Of chief interest is the application of

The major problem is whether or not T[Al<of . is a

technical term for "initiate."

In order to meet this problem it is neces-

sary to consult some post-New Testament literature, and this alone makes
the conclusions tentative as far as the New Testament period is concerned.
/

The scarcity of definite pre-Pauline religious usages of·. TtA tco5

also

makes findings less than positive.
I

The evidence for equating T(Atco_s
The passages usually cited are:
Philo,

~

with "initiated" is very limited.

Hermetic Writings 4:4; P~ato, Phaedrus 249c,

Somniis 2,234; Philodemus, 7ffe~ . ()(.~'(

I,24,11; and Hippolytus,

7
Refutation

2£. Heresies

V

first:

.,

7'15

V,3,9,29.

,;-

oGo(

µLv

/

0 vw.scws

'

Ko((

J

ou\l

,

Of these, one of the strongest is the
,

l/Jotn,( 6«.Y70
)
,

TlAl<o<.

l~tvovTC>

,,
,u"\J

o< Y

f} ewT10(

Reitzenstein relied heavily on this passage.

't'

;

\/DoS

oUTO<.

•~V

/

,J,<- f.. Tl~

VO; V

~.! ~

'l,o V

C:µ tYb<...

He says:

/

Wenn T~Ac(o5 hier einerseits 'vollkommen' bedeutet ('volle
Menschen'), so andrerseits doch offenbar zugleich 'in der Taufe
vollkommen geworden'. 'Vollkommen', d.h. geweiht, ist ein
fester Begriff in den meisten orientalischen Religionen und der
ganzen Gnosis.3
Even this piece of evidence, however, is not conclusive.

It is one thing

/

to say that TtAtto5 is used in mystery contexts, but quite another to
say that it is a technical term.

Of this Hermetic passage Walter Scott

says:
.

I

The word TC.A tl 05 sometimes carried with it religious associations
connected with T'i..A.£.-r7 and ,-{ AoS in the sense of "initi~tion".
But in this sentence, the common and popular meaning of TL.\tcos
gives a satisfactory sense, and there is no need to look for any
other. 4

It is possible that r!Atco5

is a technical term in Hermetic Writings 4:4,

but it need not be taken so, and certainly makes good sense without such
a meaning.
Similarly, the passage in Plato (Phaedrus 249c) seems to connect
/

,c.At:co5

and "initiate":

And therefore it is . just that the mind of the philosopher only has
wings, for he is always, so far as he is able, in ·communion through
memory with those things the communion with which causes God to be
divine. Now a man who employs such memories rightly is always initi-

· 3 Richard Reitzenstein, Die hellenistischen Mysterienreligionen (Stuttgart: B. G. Teubner Verlagsg_e ~ellschaft, 1956), P• 338.
4walter Scott, Hermetica, edited and translated by Walter Scott (Oxford: ~larend~n Press, 1924), II, 143.

8

ated into ~erfect mysteries and he
( ,/Atov{ d.{.(. ,thT~f ,lAov..-,'(cvo5

ly perfect
l-' c~v l
() v-rws /{ ovor 0

a lone beco~es tru '

,iA CD f

;r:i I ) •

'
b the philosopher. The
e
to
descri
e
Here Plato emp 1oys mys t ery languag
The first modif~es
two occurrences of -r-lAHos are employed differently.
,
d
The second describes
1
Ti~fT«S and does not apply to the problem at han •
is r/)-r.cor;
the result of initiation. The same question arises as b e f ore:

_,,

a technical term?

1 £n ico5

Again, it need not be .

usual meaning, "perfect" or "complete."

makes good sense in its

The same may be said for the

passages in Philodemus, Philo, and Hippolytus. ·In none of these instances
I

does

rv\uos

demand a technical meaning.
I

Evidence against the equation of Ti~rco5

with "initiate" rests partly

on the possible normal sense of the previous passages, but mostly on the
/

1

use of other tenns for "initiate" (f-<llOVf<.fYo< ,_µV<,,7"7f ,
.

/

)

I

/

Oro7JT 'JS

Ttn~ H j<.[Yo5 ,

r:

l

Tt11l,D'f(5,

) and the extreme scarcity of passages which
I

may even hint at any use of
I

to assume that

Tf~tto~

as a technical term.
I

It is tempting
/

n,luo5 is a mystery word because Tr,../os and Tr,lcLJ are.

Yet Delling seems to do justice to the actual evidence when he says:
"
/
Aus der gesamten Wortgruppe werden nur T vlo S u bes -r i:,/ r. i..J deutlich
auf Mysterien bezogen. Weiter ist der Sprachgebrauch ausser in
Anspielungen jedenfalls in vorchr u nt.licher Zeit offenbar nicht
ausgedehnt worden.5
Du Plessis' summary likewise points both to the direction of the evidence

and to the tentative nature of a conclusion based on limited writings:
In conclusion we may
be excluded from its
also the mystic rite
initiated". The few

say that teleios meaning ."initiate" is not.to
category of meanings. In so far as telos is
of initiation, teleios may be "one wha has be~n
passages at our disposal as far as the mysteries

/
11
b h
Neuen Testament__,
G. Delling II ·n,hco r II Theologisches Worter uc zum
1965) VIII
"
'
) ' (Stuttgart: w. Kohlhammer Verlag,
,
'
begrundet
von ·Gerhard
Kittel
5

10.

9

are concerned do not prove the point beyond doubt. The basic notion
is rather more the perfection of being, attained by such a cultic
act. 6
/

The use of TtAtco5 . in gnostic circles may have been similar to that
of the mysteries, that is, denoting a special level of attainment.
and Hippolytus both refer to r~Atto5

Irenaeus

in reference to gnostics, 7 but

again the term may be descriptive of special knowledge, without any referI

ence to initiation.

«-v ~ ew-n o ~

One distinct use, however, is that of

T

t.,\

t<.

os

, as Hippolytus describes him in Refutation of Heresies

V. 1-3.

Here the Perfect Man descends and becomes enslaved in matter; is reborn,
ascends, and imparts knowledge by which those who know may become Perfect
Men.
Another gnostic use of T(At:cos
in Hermetic literature.

is the combination

T{Auos A6cf05

It stands at 9:1 and at the head of the Asclepius.

Walter Scott says the title means "a discourse in which the teaching is
brought to completion. 118

7Llrcos

He goes on to refute Reitzenstein's opinion that

has to do with initiation by noting that the Asclepius has nothing

to do with initiation.
initiation' is not

"Moreover, the proper word for 'concernecl : with
but Ttr\C:~TC. 1<.;) • 119

,(_.\uos,
/

The value of studying Ti~lc~s

in gnostic circles may be debated in

a work which seeks to enlighten New Testament usage.
that any gnostic use of TtArcoJ

has any effect on the New Testament.

6du Plessis, p. 85.

7Irenaeus, I 6:4; 13:6.
8

Scott, III, 1.

9

.

Ibid., P• 2.

It cannot be proved

Hippolytus, V 3:9, 29.

At

10
this point the gnostic usage has been considered for the sake of completeness in dealing with all possible influences on the New Testament.
LXX. Usage

In the twenty occurrences of

D. .,

,,1 ,;-i
,~
,.,
'

O '2.I

and

T

'

except one.

11 ;

'I.I

,

I

in the LXX,

TLAt(o)

10

two Hebrew words,

and their cognates are represented in every case

T

I

The LXX. uses

7

d

Ct o

S for O '1 ~. T-l,- iri Genesis 6: 9, Exodus

12:5, Deuteronomy 18:13, II Kingdoms 22:26, II Esdra 2:63, Canticum 6; 2,
6: 9, Judges 20: 26 (B), and I Kingdoms 17 :40 (B).

Considering that Q '1 f'j ""[.)
·r

occurs approximately eighty-four times in the Old Testament, it is clear
that

TI "

¥\ 1';'I
'.J 1· 1
•

covers more linguistic area than.

/

l
T t.11 (cc)~

•

l

The fundamental meaning of

[] '1 ~ T)

is wholeness, completeness,

T

soundness.

It can refer to sacrificial animals (Exodus 12:5), time (Joshua

10:13), knowledge (Job 36:4), among others.

It also is applied to men;

to Noah (Genesis 6:9), Abraham (Genesis 17:1), Israelites (Deuteronomy 18:13),
the psalmist (Psalm 7:24).

It does not describe God Himself, but does

describe His way (Psalm 7:31), work (Deuteronomy 32:4), and law (Psalm 18:8).
It is often used of man's way (Psalm 100:2; 118:l; 7:33; Ezekiel 28:15;
Proverbs 11:20; 28:18; II Kingdoms 22:23).
Whenever
I

u nPl
~

is used in its predominately cultic and non-personal

r

sense, TL,\tu, S is not used by the LXX.

To render the cul tic meaning of

"
the LXX translators have chosen ol.l',W,JA.05
, except in Exodus 12:5,
T
n ~ IA 'r,I
where Tt~((l>J ·is used. The connection between the cultic use of u 01·1
• "i
lOThe passages of the LXX are cited according to Alfred Rahlfs,
Sflptuaginta, edited by Alfred Rahlfs (Editio Sexta; Stuttgart: Privilegierte
Wurtembergische Bibelanstalt, ~959), 2 vols.

11
,1

and its rendering as °'-!'fc...J,Ull.S

is so close that even considering the whole
,1

O " /6 r.,

LXX (not just the priestly sections) O(µwµ oj renders

over fifty

. r

/

times while TfAtco5

renders it only seven times.

Such statistical evi-

dence, however, does not do justice to the whole picture.
just the non-cultic occurrences of
u

ol,)<W,'{05

(or

predominates.

TI Tl ) ,
J

D ~ ~, T,)
T

, neither

Considering
,~Altor nor
J

In fact other Greek terms assist in rendering Q

~

kJ 7,)

~,

• T

such as ctµr.,µ.rrnJ (Genesis 17:1), ~A~6ro5 (Genesis 25:27),

T

and O(Ae., 9c.v;5 (Job 1:1).
I

This evidence indicates that 71Atc.)s

is not as wide a term as

D " fJ. 7,)
-r

•

The LXX translators apparently thought that it did not express cultic spot-

,,

lessness as well as ~µ~,.405

, nor personal integrity in every instance.

Yet it does serve to translate each aspect occasionally.
in Exodus 12:5 has already been noted.
,

seen in Genesis 6:9, where

The personal aspect is most clearly .
~

7tAtcc)s

translates ,J f1T,), and is found in
•

conjunction with · d / Ko1<05.

The cultic aspect

T

Another important occurrence is in Deuteronomy
I

18:13, where the Israelites are charged to be T1Ac.co< , or undivided,
before Yahweh.

,,

ever

II Kingdoms 22:26 also applies the term to persons.

Tr.;( cc c> 5 is used of men it means more than "blameless."

describing the relationship between God and man.

t

Wher-

It is a term

The meaning of

U ~ Jj'{,)
T

includes such other key concepts as holy, upright, righteous, and faithful.

1"i.~\lco.J alone does not normally carry these meanings, but it can be made
/

to carry them.

The LXX influences

-r£A.lco5 by filling it with the relational
/

element between God and man.

A man can be

TlAtcos and yet sinful because+

God makes covenants with sinful men and calls them to walk with Him according to His commands.
fies a man as

11 '1 fj T,1
T

The resultant integrity and right relationship quali/

· and TS:). £.cos •

12
translates
to the former.

in two other senses, somewhat unrelated

. .,.

IJ T,J

In Canticum 5:2 and 6:8 it translates

as an adjec-

T

tive of endearment, which in Greek may simply mean
I

25:8 it is ·used in the phrase

T

tA t.c w v

"wife."

\

In I Paralipomenon

/

Kof< µotPo(YOYTt..)V , for teacher

and pupil.
/

The only occurrence of -,i~uo5

in Wisdom of Solomon deserves atten-

,,

tion for its combination of the Greek meaning · of the word
the Jewish meaning of the concept.

Tf'1(co~

with

"For even if someone among the sons

of men is perfect, lacking your wisdom it will be accounted for nothing,"
I

(9:6).

Here

rtAcco5

denotes completion, but the missing element is not

a human accomplishment; it is a gift of God.
of this verse, it serves as an example of

Outside. of the polemical value

TfA l<o5

as understood by Jewish

faith.
I

The second main Hebrew word rendered by
The verb

iJ ~
,,

vJ

is

D

i

VJ
T

means "to be intact, in harmony with and complete."

T

In the hiphil it means "to make peace with."
"peace offering."

,rAc<oj

[J 11 vJ
7

is a

The noun

carries the notion of an intact and unviolated

translates these forms in Judges 20:26; i i i Kingdoms

state of peace.

8:61; 11:4; 15:3,14; I Paralipomenon 28:9 and Jeremiah 13:19.

Except for

Jeremiah . 13:19 and Judges 20:26, all these passages employ the adjective

O7? V)
'

and

.:l ~

to express wholehearted allegiance to the Lord.

As

T

in the case of

n "fl.T;'I

'J 1·1
•

7

the LXX is not exclusive in translating the idea

,

of a perfect heart with TV.Le o·j - •
tion: ~V 71),.ie_C<

l(,<.fdCPf.

Other Greek terms share in the descrip-

(IV _K;ng~oms 20:3; I Paralipomenon 29:9;

II Paralipomenon 15:17; 16:9; 19:9; 25 : 2) , and
(Isaiah 38:3).

~v

J(o<Ptll'«.

The . exceptions .to the consistent use of

c

~).."' fJu,.;

T:A cc.or

I

for

I

Tl -i, IP
•r

13
are Judges ~0:26 (B; compare 21:4), where it means "peace offer.i ng," and
Jeremiah 13:19 where it is used adverbially to denote totality.
I

There is one other Hebrew root behind -rr.,\ c.<. o .S , a form of
in Psalm 138:22.
•...> r I
O"~"D
• r

This is a very interesting Hebrew choice of words since

is too positive a word to express "perfect hatred. 11

However,

I

the classical usage of TtAtco5

readily expresses both positive and nega-

tive perfection, and the LXX translators employ the word in a genuine
classical usage.
/

To summarize the importance of the LXX on TiAc<o5

the LXX employs

the word in a sense not common in the Greek world (to denote God-relatedness),
but does not use it often enough to recast it to any large degree.

Both
/

of the major corresponding Hebrew roots are used more widely than T tA.C< o~ •
/
,
Thus Tt:,\C(I)~ does not interpret them so much as they enrich ,€ A(c.05 •
I

This is especially true where

,i:).cc l>5

is used of persons.

Qumran
In the Qumran writings

,.,
0 "u11 -r;-i
'

is sometimes used in constructions

7

.which resemble those of the Old Testament.

The Manual of Discipline, in

particu;ar, uses the phrase "to walk blamelessly" to describe the life of
the members.

A

similar phrase occurs in Psalms and Proverbs.

further described as a walking

D., lJ F/

11

It is

"in all their ways, 11 which reflects

T

the Old Testament emphasis on total response.
Light and the Sons of Darkness

71 Ii IA "7)

w ,~ ,.,
.

In The War of the Sons of

is used to denote the unblemished

T

quality of the warriors in the great battle (7: 5).

They are to be "unim-

paired" in spirit and body.

ll-i.>salm 83 : 12 ; 100 : 2, 6 ; 118 : l·, 14·2
• •

Proverbs 11:20,· 28:18.
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While the foregoing examples resemble the Old Testament, much of the
use of

n., {j. T},

belongs specifically to Qumran life. 12

"to walk blamelessly" has a specific Qumran application.

Even the phrase
It is synoO¥·mous

with membership (1:8), and is the exact opposite of the path taken by those
outside the community, who have cast their lot with Belial (2:5), and who
walk in stubbornness of heart (2: 14).

All who join are

IJ 'I ~. f.)
,-

•

In

fact, the commupity itself is called the house of perfection (or integrity)
' and truth (8:9).

In 3:3

LI"~ Tl

Even though all were
conduct.

•

T

TI "

~

alone designates membership.

f.l ,

. -r

not all were equal in knowledge or

The council of the community, composed of twelve laymen and three

priests, was to have a perfect knowledge of all the revelations of the
sect, and was to behave in absolute blamelessness.
among them were more harsh than for the rest.
of an annual review of each in his rank.

Penalties for misconduct

In 5:24 there is mention

Each was promoted according to

his understanding and perfection of conduct, or demoted according to his
faults.
At Qumran moral and intellectual perfection were closely . related.
The novice entered the community to have his mind purified by the truth
of God's precepts (1:12).

The result, however, affected his conduct, which

is characterized by walking neither to the right nor left of these precepts
(1:15).

In 3:6 the wickedness of those outside the community is attributed

to their lack of spiritual understanding, which is only available within
the community.

In 4:22 . the "blameless of the way" are the ones who eventu-

ally receive full knowledge.

It is explicitly stated in 9: 16-19 that

12The Man~al of Discipline contains the most important occurrences
of D" !} T,) and all Qf the remaining references are taken from that source.
•T

15
knowledge belongs only to members, and that their discussions of God's
truth are to yield not only greater insight into the mysteries of God, but
also blamelessness of conduct.

The Hymn of the Initiants likewise connects

knowledge and perfection of conduct:
For to God belongs by justification,
and the perfection of my way,
and the uprightness of my heart
are in His hand:
by His righteousness are my rebellions blotted qut.
For He has poured forth from the fount of His Knowledge
the light that enlightens me • • • (11:2-3).13
A parallel thought is in 11:17:
\

For without Thee no way is perfect,
and without Thy will nothing is done.
It is Thou who hast taught all Knowledge,
and all that is brought into being exists by Thy wili. 14
The knowledge that directs Qumran life is revealed knowledge (8:1), which

is an exposition of the Torah, but not as it is seen by those outside the
community.
While the concept of

O~ f1 f.)

in Qumran shares some emphases with the

T

Old Testament (total response; life according to revealed Law; integrity
before God), it is narrowed by its limitation to those of th_e community.
Since the community is so legal-minded, it tends to narrow the meaning of
to "blameless."
remains £] ,, ~.

Tl
.,.

One becomes

TI., VJ• FJT

by continued obedience.

by keeping the rules, and

It is possible, however, that

modern readers of Qumran material are misled by focusing on the Manual of

1.

Discipline, which by its very nature is more likely to interpret

TI"~ n
T

13
A. Dupont-Sommer, The Essene Writings from Qumran, translated by

G. Vermes (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1961), P• 101.
14
Ibid., p. 103 •

. I.

'·
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in terms of blamelessness before the law rather than integrity before God.
One piece of evidence bears this out:
Hymn of the Initiants (10-11) employs
(11:2; 11:10-11; 11:17).

Here one is

at the close of the Manual, the
·~ , . , less
D "-//\~
. ,..
U °' /J, /.7 before

legalistically
God, not before men

T

or the law.

Thus both aspects are present:

blamelessness and integrity.

The emphasis lies on blamelessness as it is acquired through membership
and obedience.
Philo
;

One indication of the importance of TtArco5
that it occurs approximately 403 times.

Tl.).cc::775

thirty-four times; and

in Philo is the fact

The verb occurs forty-five times;

T(.A i(wC::-(j,

twenty-seven times. Tt:~rcos

is used most often in reference to the "good," to God, and to men.
!
(
"
The perfect good is variously described as D'- <. o T'15 ( ~ . !• ,9_. 10) j
(1
"'
;
\ /
"
Ello Gt.feet(
(Congr. 130); 17fou ,J,<..Y'7/'<.'7 (Spec. Leg. II. 171); Kot/\ov
/

'

r,

(Spec. Leg. I. 149); ot{fC7«f''

(Poster Q. 95); qy<eo<n:co<.

/
o(

(Agric. 100);

Philo claims that God alone is perfect (Rer. Div. Her. 121) • . He is
both

'

and

To

'

;

To -r (). Le o -ro< -roy ,

and as such the

fountain of wisdom, justice, and every virtue (Spec. Leg. I. ·2 77).

His

nature is most perfect, and he is the goal of happiness (Cher. 86).
I

Philo most frequently employs TtAico5
fect man is distinct from ordinary men.

in reference to men.

The per-

He is distinguished from the

, who cannot take solid soul nourishment; but can only receive
(Agric. 9).

The

/

Y")Tf Co<.

are childish in bo~h the moral and intel)I

lectual sphere, and therefore need schooling and oil,K?'<5 •

•

I

/

The TlA tcos

·17
is also to be distinguished from the
(l

/

ing still have v'Uµo5
against them.

/

and 71c(,9oJ

/

71f oKcTTrc.:,v •

Those who are advanc-

in the soul, and must wage war

The perfect man rids his soul of passion and reacts' to

every demand •cheerfully and peacefully both in word and deed~- All.
III. 140-144).
of himself.
(

;)

The advancer acts under orders while the perfect man acts

Philo divides those who progress toward perfection into three
/

III. 159).

"

(

groups: 0 oce'}(.0.,t(l.YOj,

O

O

/

(Leg. All.

TlA(lOj

C

:>

,,

In another p~ace he describes them differently: o £.A.7'< y<..>v ,
(

I

o ,uu·o< Tt:.fJr<,;t cvo5 , who has been transferred

who is still defective;

/

(

from vice to virtue; and o r(At.co5
(Ahr. 47).

(

and

7T~0Kon-rc..JY

, who is complete from the beginning

It is only the perfect who possess real wealth, the perfect

virtues (Sacr. t:_.

£·

43).

The most distinguishing statement about the per-

fect is that they are on the borderline between God and man, between the
uncreated and the perishing form of being (Som. II. · 234).
Perfection involves several aspects.

Vglker includes the following:

Vollkommenheit ( rd le ;.,#f s ) bedeutet £Ur Philo nichts anderes
als den Lebensgipfel, wo mit der HHhe des Tugendlebens die Schau
Gottes verbunden ist, wo das ganze Dasein als ein Dienst Gottes
und ein Dienst an den Brlidern aufgefasst, wo alles als ein Geschenk
Gottes empfunden und als ,l,<(~16fj fhov
gestaltet wird.15
}

/

There are two paths to perfection, moral with the goal of rxe_c.r'1 , and
.
/ 16
intellectual with the goal of <,o<pc6l •
These two are not rigidly independent, but represent the two basic strands in most Philonic thought:
Judaism and Hellenism.

Philo combines the lover of God and the lover of

15walther v8lker, Fortschritt und Vollendung bei Philon von Alexandrien
(Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs Verlag, 1938), p. 263.

16du Plessis, pp. 67-68.
V~lker.

Here du Plessis summarizes the position of

18

virtue.

Perfection cannot be a purely human achievement.

No man is per-

fect without God's gift and blessing_. As Delling states it:

"Wird hier

schon sichtbar, wie die Wertlehre Philos von seinem religiosen Denken her
bestimmt ist, so vollends dort, wo er von dem 'vollko~ene' Gut im
strengen Sinn redet. 1117

Not only is the perfect good usually God-related,

but it finds its value in practice and its fruitfulness in God's blessing
(Det. Pot. Ins. 60).

Repeatedly Philo describes perfection in terms of

''word and deed" (Vit. Mos. 150; Abr. 36; Leg. All. III. 140-144).

This

emphasis on a total and harmonious response not only is in line with aspects of harmony in Stoic thought, but Jewish motifs as well.
response stems from the total sovereignty of God.
the Lord' does not only mean 'I am
'
7/eos

)

'ri

,

'

To

,

Tfl\((ov

The total

As Philo says:

"'I am

' <f voi. e. rov
,,
()

and

and

cl(

/

ot',,\ 11 Vi,(o(V o('<{«9ov , ' but also means 'I am the sovereign king and

master,'" (Gig. 45).
Philo's combination of Jewish and Greek thought raises a difficulty
I

<fv, <.S

with regard to
feet?

According to Philo, some men are naturally perfect and need no
Moses was naturally perfect (Leg. All. III. 140-144) •. Both

development.

,,

torpos
was

Must one have a perfect nature before he is per-

/

and Tl.Ago~ , he was in control of himself (had 6 W<f

t/ Lo f

(Leg.

(A, o~ S

ill•

eo

/
&u Y"J

) and

/

II. 81).

The best that

is to be called well-pleasing to God (Abr. 35).

fv,t5

can give

To be well-pleasing to

God is the consummation of virtues and the definition of true happiness
(Deus. l!!!fil• 118).

/

According to Philo a perfect

<fv,<s

/

perfection (Ebr. 135), and this
17

.

Delling, p. 71.

<fv,<5

comes from God

is the same as

<1£.&. ill•

III. 219).
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While Noah is called perfect (Genesis 6:9), his perfection is only by
contrast with his generation and does not measure up to Moses' natural
perfection.
The admission that a man can be perfect and yet be in need of further
perfection is~ significant clue to Philo's thought.
of admitting full perfection among mankind.

He is extremely wary

Most men need to progress

toward perfection, and for this they need repentance, which holds second
place only to perfection itself.

"The unbroken perfection of virtues

stands nearest to divine powers, but improvement in the course of time is
the peculiar treasure of a soul gifted by nature.

It does not stay in

childish thoughts, but by manly thoughts seeks to gain a condition of
serenity and pursues the vision of the excellent."

(Abr. 26).

As a man

progresses a teacher can assist, but only God completes the process (Fug.

172).

An example of such divine completion is Jacob (Ebr.

82-83).

°'' K'1'<S

,/

to receiving the name Israel he was the man of

struggle he exchanged hearing for eyesight, words for deeds,
for

Prior

But in the
/

"TT(!ol'Con-o<.5

The name Jacob stands for learning and progressing,

while Israel is the name for perfection, for it expresses the vision of
God.
)I

Even the perfect man still needs

r;/.614('7

'f5

According to Agr. 160,

the perfect are to strengthen themselves by practice and exercise.

They

are likened to a house being finished, not one which is completed.

While

Philo praises the achievement of perfection without toil ~ . ~ . III.
135), he likewise praises the exercise of virtue (Mut. 40), and describes
Noah's perfection not only in terms of his possession of virtues, but in
his exercise of them.

The perfect man most naturally exercises his virtues

20
in studying , (Leg. ~ . III. 131), and teaching (Spec. Leg. IV. 140).

He

is not to engage in struggles against evil men, but is to live a quiet and
harmonious life.

In warning all men against verbal battles with the

sophists, Philo cautions the perfect men to abstain, because even though
they are perfect they are necessarily unconscious of it.

The arrival at

the goal cannot include its apprehension, and so even the perfect are
ignorant (with an ignorance that is close to knowledge).

Thus even those

who have just attained perfection, are to some extent unconscious of it
(Agr. 160-165).
While Philo highly regards the possession and exercise of virtue, he
maintains an emphasis on God as the giver of perfection.

Then, granted

that some receive the gift and exercise it, their perfection is still not
equal to His.

For Philo there are degrees of perfection, but the ultimate

goal is the same:

the vision of God (Ehr. 83).

Prior to that, however,

/

the

TCAt'.<O·L

are to lead a studious and harmonious life ·o f service to God.
I

TrAJ(o w
/

The fundamental meaning of TC,-hcow

/

is "to make

means "to bring to completion or maturity."
"to do."

Sometimes
I

since ,lAoj

,fJ..0.5
;rJ{c...,

/

T

tA u o S

, 11 .which

A secondary meaning is simply

I

,rArtc,W and Tu\rw overlap, which is understandable

is common to both.

In 100st cases, however,

/

rt:ArQ

reflects

I

as its root, while

n:Atco~

reflects ,

lA le o S

In Greek usage

is used especially for the execution of religious ceremonies.
_I

I

Since ru,uow

reflects

I

TlAlC.oS

tive find their way into the verb.

, many of the nuances of the adjec-

The notion of totality and complete-

ness predominates in Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics X,3,p.1174a,15-20.

21
Thorough accomplishment is the sense of
Philo expresses realization in Ahr. 62.
finish."

TC./..l.(;L..J

in Herodotus 120,2.

In Cong. Ling. 155, it means "to

The verb is often used to express maturity:

of animals (Aristotle,

Genesis of Animals III,2,p.752b,21); and of men (Plato, Republi c VI,487a).
The LXX employs the verb approximately twenty-five times, and most
of the usage is similar to Classical usage.

It is synonymous with the

verb "complete," or "finish" in I Kingdoms 7:10 (A); 14:10; II Paralipomenon 8:16; II Esdra 16:3,16; Sirach 50:19; and Judith 10:8.

Elsewhere it

carries various notions of perfection, such as Ezekiel 27:11, where the
verb denotes the perfecting of the beauty of Tyre.

In the passive of

Sirach 31:10 it represents "being found perfect," which in conjunction

.,,

with Oc',µ."'->,uoJ (verse 8) and the rest of the context favors the meaning of
moral blamelessness.

The verb is used with God as subject in II Kingdom:s.
\

,

\

.,
The

22:26, where it says: ;fA-f.To(. o<YJfof 7£,,\ccoV
verb acquires its meaning from the adjective in this verse.
of

TI

~

7l·

-

T

means that Yahweh will cause Himself to be

toward him who is

71

LI

The hithpael
" 1/\ D 1
11..) I ·
T

r

Two apocryphal references demonstrate a slightly different aspect of
the verb.

Wisdom of Solomon 4:13 and IV Maccabees 7:15 use the verb in

connection with the death of the righteous man.

The latter passage speaks

of the perfecting of the faithful life by the seal. of death.

The former

paradoxically equates "being perfected in a little while" with "fulfilling
· long years."

Here

rl~lc:w

denotes completion and death, but both pass-

ages employ the verb in a victorious sense to denote the blessed goal of
' .

the martyr.

22
While all the foregoing passages demonstrate an agreement with Classical usage, in several passages the I.XX does employ
way.

I

in a unique

TV\ l<o"-l

It occurs as an almost technical phrase for priestly consecration,

"

..

\

n.,ltc.c>uv -ro<5 . '}(£C("'S

, in Exodus 29:9,29,33,35; Leviticus 4:5 (added

to the Hebrew text); 8:33; 16:32; and Numbers 3:3.
the ~hole phrase does not occur, but
notion.

In Leviticus 21:10

•1:Tt.A t.<wµi_~(f))

carries the same

The Hebrew phrase also occurs outside the Pentateuch (Judges 17:5,

12; III Kingdoms 13:33; II Paralipomenon 13:9; 29:31), but is translated
in the LXX by

7T

J-'7f0Vv •

The similar phrase,

/

71'<.)<.rr ,,\ '7A<

7olf

"

'}C t(eo<'. 5

(Leviticus 9:17; 16:12), does not relate to consecration.
The precise meaning of the phrase is debated, but the general notion

"''b'(al f<.:i
(

is that of consecration.

The phrase in Exodus 29:33 is joined with

which adds the idea of holiness and separation.

/

,

The precise meaning of

the Hebrew phrase depends on how literally the ''hands" are to be taken. ·
Aelred Cody, following P. Dh~rme, says that the expression has its origin
in the Akkadian in the sense of entrusting something or someone into someone's care.

"The priest is not 'consecrated with respect to the hands,'

rather the priestly functions are entrusted to him to care for with his
hands. 1118

Similarly Delling maintains that the phrase does not express

an a~cusative of respect, but concludes:

II

"Dass die Hande jemandes makellos

gemacht wurden bzw dass er makellos gemacht wurde, bedeutete schliesslich
11
II •
das der Betreffende zur Ausubung
des Kultus fahig
wurd e. 1119

/

cannot say exactly why the I.XX translators chose Ti.Arco w

While one
in these passages,

18Aelred Cody, Heavenly Sanctuary and Liturgy in the Epistle to the
Hebrews (St. Meinard, Indiana: Grail Publications, 1960), P• 101.
19
Delling, p. 81.

•

I
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it is possible that they desired a word which would do justice to the
literal meaning of the phrase ("fill"), and to ·t he resultant perfection
or integrity of the priest.

If this is true, then the LXX is a semi-

paraphrase of the Hebrew idiom.

,

No matter what the reason is, 7c,\£c.oev

found a place in the cultic language of the LXX.
there any hint of mysteries or initiation.

Yet in no instance is
,
Although sometimes Tc.,\t.c.o~

occurs without the rest of the phrase, its meaning belongs to the Hebrew
idiom, which remains the basis of the LXX translation.

CHAPTER III

iE/\E 102._ IN PAUL
Non-Personal Usage
Romans 12:2
Romans 12:2 is the only passage in which

I

TCAt,oJ

occurs in this

letter, and it is the only instance in the entire New Testament where
I

7£A(toj

is used of God's will.

Any difficulty· caused by the uniqueness

of this usage is offset somewhat, however, by the inclusion of two other
descriptive terms, "the good," and ''acc~ptable."

All three terms stand

in a relationship to "will" and may be either attributive or substantive.
Since they stand in a group, and since "the good" appears elsewhere in
Romans as an independent substantive (2:10; 12:9,21; 13:4), it seems best
to translate this passage with the modifiers in a substantive position.
The comma in the Nestle text. stands (against Weiss).
The opinions vary widely as to why Paul employs these particular terms.
Some see a hellenistic background:

"Wir haben in dieser Aufz~hlung der

drei Adjectiva mit Ubernommenen hellenistischen For~eln zu tun. 111

There

can be .no doubt that these terms are important in the Greek world, especially
in Greek ethics and in Stoicism.

Two or more of these terms can be found
3
2
together in Clement of Alexandria (quoting Cleanthes), Johannes Stobaeus,

1Otto Michel, Der Brief an die Romer,
"
in Kritisch=exegetisch er Konunentar
Uber das Neue Testament, begrundet von .H. A. W. Meyer (10. Auflage; G8ttingen:
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1955), p. 262.
2

.

.

Protrepticus, VI 72,2.

3

Ecloge, II 99,6; 100,7.
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and Philo.

4

Yet the judgment of Delling is noteworthy:
I

griechischen Wertbegriff des -ritlrc ov

.

~'Dass Paulus den
·

verbunden mit dem ·des

• • • aufgreift, ist nicht naheliegend. 115
to a Jewish or Old Testament background.

1

ol.

/

o°' 9ov

None of these terms is foreign
In fact, the combination of

"perfect" and "acceptable" already occurs in Genesis 6:9 and 17:l.

The

context of Romans 12:2 reflects Old Testament sacrifice, and already employs "acceptable" in verse one in reference to living sacrifice.
Since all ~hree terms belong to both Jewish and Greek thought (not
al~ays neatly d~stinct), it is possible that Paul has either or both in
mind.

In any case he places the emphasis of the sentence on "God's will."

Whatever Jews or Greeks might consider good or acceptable or perfect,
Paul identifies that entity as God's will.
not one among several.

The good is a single entity,

At the same time it is perfect.

In contrasting

Paul and Plutarch, Helge Almqvist says:
das Gute ist das Vollkonunene, die Vollkommenheit' vollzieht
sich
,,
>
im Gu ten. Bei ·Plut. ist aber das Vollkommene ro «.t'f'oV "'"?r"'- S ov
es sind Stufen im Gu ten. Bei Paulus ist 76 il.?f"" atv ohne weiter
-ro r{Ac<oY : Gottes Wille.6
~

;

The good, acceptable, and perfect is not a humanly generated product, as

~0«9d's

was in much Greek philosophy,

7

but it is God's desire and intention.

4
Deus. ~ · 118.

5G. Delling, 11 7EArc.o) ," Theologisches Wgrterbuch zum Neuen Testament,
begrliodet von Gerhard Kittel . (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer Verlag, 1965), VIII,
77.
6

.

Helge Almqvist, Plutarch und das Neue Testament (Uppsala: Appelbergs
Boktryckeri, 1946), p. 89.

7

>

/

II

Walter Grundmann, "ol¥«Po5 , 11 Theologisches Worterbuch zum Neuen
Testament. Begrllndet von Gerhard Kittel. (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer Verlag,
1933),· I, 10-16. ·
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Men have access to it only by Christian renewal of the mind; it is revealed,
but remains the object of scrutiny.

In part this is an intellectual

scrutiny because it stems from a renewal of

vcius

and results in a process

of proving.
It is not surprising to hear Paul use these adjectives for God's will.
What is surprising is his following exposition of proving God's will.

,

Assuming that 12: 1-2 forms an introduction and that the )'~e

of 12:3

really relates the two sections, it is clear that Paul has stripped "the
good, acceptable, and perfect" of any otherworldly idealism and contemplation, and immersed them into the mainstream of ordinary life.

A man proves

God's will by his communal thinking; and his communal thinking concerns

cpeovE 1.v

communal action.

The word

these reflect the

·dok<µtrw

/

occurs in four forms in 12:3, and

of 12: 2.

While 12: 1-2 could be misconstrued

to involve only God and believer (the sacrifice is to God) in an intellectual
search, the following verses show that sacrifice to God involves sacrifice
to brother in both thought and action.

The close of chapter 12 carries

the notion of self-sacrifice to the extreme:

love of enemy.

As a Christian

overcomes evil with good in this way, he ceases· to be conformed to . this
aeon.
I

The same thoughts are in Matthew 5:43-48, where the command to be

,tA(cos

is explained by love of enemy, an action which goes against the

norm of this aeon.
I

The combined thought of the two texts is:
/ I

7£AlCOJ; His will is "T£11i(Of

/

; and He calls for a

Tt:Atcos people.

While Romans 12:2 only refers to God's will with the term
related notions are present.

God is

-rl

~

t: C'o S

,

the

For a similar emphasis on t esting what is
good see Philippians 1:10; Ephesians 5:9,· I - .
4uessalonians 5:21; and
Philippians 2.
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While Paul brings the perfect will of God into the mainstream of life,
this in no way dilutes its demand.
keeping of laws.

What is demanded, however, is not the

The ra~binic saying that "the good simply means the

Torah118 occasionally obscured God Himself.
obscure God.

Paul does not let God's will

He follows the Old Testament teaching that obedience to God

is wholeheartedly walking with God (compare Micah 6:8).

The ability or

possibility to be perfect depends on God's initiative and guidance.

The

human responsibility remains (to prove God's will), but it is based on
God's prior mercy (12:1).

Paul exhorts Christians to respond to God whole-

heartedly by the sacrifice of self.

He qualifies the sacrifice as a living

sacrifice, which involves the realization of God's perfect will in the
community.

The working out of God's will produces the fruits by which

it is described.
I Corinthians 13:10
\

The substantive use of
use.

I

'T£Arcov

here differs from the previous

It is clearly a future designation which stands absolutely; without

'
Its meaning is largely determined by its opposition .to ,o

any referent.
)

TO

,

Following this clue the New English Bible translates with

,~ ,J"f.('c,u5

"wholeness."

In English, "wholeness" sounds somewhat weak, and "the perfect"

remains a preferable translation.

It refers to the future reality whose

completeness consists in face to face sight and full knowing.
•

12b explains verse 10.

8

.

Pirke Aboth 6.,3.

I

(While the weakly attested ro-rr

rejected, its sense remains., and is echoed in the

Thus verse

I
TOTE

in verse 10 is
of 12b.)

28

··.·

I'

The use o~ KCt'ro1 (' yt.w in reference to

'
-ro

,
i.K ,,l{lfo1J5

shows that tbe ·

coming of the "perfect" means an abandonment of the partial, and no progression or carry-over is possible, except for love, which remains.

Verse 12b

does not allow for a carry-over of knowledge, as if our imperfect knowledge
is to be merely completed or filled out.
future abandonment of knowledge.
in a wider, fuller sense,
\

While

70

,,

T£At:cov

9

Verse 8 has already stated the
/

In verse 12, the verb 0 <.vw ,t<w is used

and does not contradict verse 8.

stands without much description, the context fills

in the nuance of completeness.

Two parallel thoughts are used:

immaturity

versus maturity; and direct vision versus indirect ' vision.

T£1A c,

0

S

as a

Present Designation of Persons

I Corinthians 2:6
Of the many difficulties which arise in dealing with the first three
chapters of I Corinthians, some submit to fairly certain explanation on
the basis of the text, while others require some theorizing about the
situation to which Paul is speaking.

In view of the divergent opinions on

several different questions, it seems best to state those findings which
are most secure first, and then approach the mo~t elusive, and (for this
I

study) important question, the use of 7wlt(o(

in 2:6.

The first question deals with the possibility of two messages within
Christian' teaching.

The evidence for this contention rests on the two

statements in 2:1-5 and 2:6-9 in which Paul seems to say that he preached

9

Delling, p. 76, n. 45.
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,

without wisdom earlier to the Corinthians, but that among the ,EA~co~
he did indeed preach wisdom.
/

tween

0ot'.-\o<

ready.

and

/3ew~o1.

Then, in 3:1-3 he further distinguishes be-

as he characterizes the food for which they are

,,

This view has been espoused most recently by Hering and Grundmann.

The latter concludes:

Er unterscheidet zwischen dem Wort vom Kreuz als

11

der die Gemein~e grUndenden Predigt und der 'Weisheit Gottes unter den
Vollkommenen, 1 eine .Weisheit

1

im Geheimnis. ,;,lo

The difficulty with this

view is that it does not take into account the paradoxical nature of these
chapters.

To seize on 2:6 and 3:1 without considering the paradoxes of

chapter 1 is to misinterpret Paul.

He has already stated that the word

of the cross is the power and wisdom of God (1:24).

He has praised the

foolishness and weakness of God as being truly wise and strong.
Accordingly, there is no question here of Paul's saying anything
essentially new as far as content goes, but at the most a speaking in such a way as to impart a deeper insight into the "secret11
(cf. 2,7) of God's salvific design • • • the difference between
"milk" and "solid food" in 3,2 cannot be very great, either in
content or in manner of speaking. The metaphor contrasts rather
with something else--with the ability and readiness of the
Corinthians to accept what he tells them in this letter.11
Similarly Baird writes:
Thus when he seems to speak of a special sort of wisdom in verse 6,
in truth, he is referring to the proclamation of the crucified
Christ. To the spiritually immature this see~s like a simple message
--to thes'e babes in Christ it is mere "milk." To the mature it is
"solid food" indeed--it is the hidden wisdom . of God foreordained

10

1.1/

Walter Grundmann, ''Die 1v IJTTl o <New Testament Studies, V (1959), 191.

in der urchristlichen Parlinese, 11

11Rudolf Schnackenburg, "Christian Adulthood According to the Apostle
Paul," Catholic Biblical Quarterly, XXV (1963), 356-357.
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before the ages and revealed through the Spirit to those who have
the mind of Chrst. The distinction is not in wisdom, but in its
recipients.12
Those who maintain that Paul teaches two kinds of wisdom often point
to particularly profound sections of his letters and claim that these are
examples of deeper wisdom.

Grundmann, for example, lists Romans 5:12-21;
13
8:10-30; 9-11; I Corinthians 13 and 15.
They include such themes as
the total plan pf God·, the Parousia, and the indwelling Christ.

It is

conceded that t~ese topics are profound, but how doe~ one account for their
presence in a leFter which claims to be "milk"?

To .some degree every pro-

found thought of Paul finds a place in I Corinthians, and none of these
thoughts are far removed from the "milk" of the emphasis on the Crucified
One.

If Paul had a secret message it was certainly a well-kept secret.

Since he states his policy of open reception of common tradition (15:1),

,

,,

the burden of evidence heavily favors a unified lUCl tf?fC).. (oV

which at

its most simple core (the word of the cross) is the very deepest wisdom·
of God.
A second question which is closely related is whether or not Paul is

borrowing theology from the mystery religions.
employing mystery vocabulary.

It is possible tha~ he is

Baird succinctly presents the evidence for

both sides and concludes that every supposed mystery allusion may reasonably
.
14
be explained without any references to the mysteries.
The relevant terms

1 2wnliam Baird, "Among the Mature, 11 Interpretation, XIII (1959), 431.
13
·
/
n
Walter Grundmann, "Die N'J,rlo<. in der urchristlichen Paranese,"
New Testament Studies, V (1959), 191.
14
Baird, p. 429.
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are

It is impossi-

ble to say with certainty whether Paul is using the imagery of the mysteries.
What can be said is that even if he is employing the terminology, he is
not employing the accompanying thought.

If one claims that Paul employs

mystery theology, he must account for the fact that the imparting of wisdom
I

I

in 2:6 is not the cause of one's being -r1tlrco5 , but that one is TfAtcos
prior to the reception of wisdom.

Another difficulty is that Paul widens

I

the circle of the

by allowing all the Corinthians to have access

-r!.Atcoc

I

to the wisdom which he says he speaks among the 1lAtco<

(1:30).

Further,

Paul claims that salvation is available to all Christians, not just to a
select few.

These fundamental differences militate against detecting

mystery thought in Paul.

In view of the findings in chapter II, the evi.

dence is not weighty for seeing

/

rtAt<o5

as a . mystery designation at all.

If Paul has a single teaching, and if he is writing for the avowed

,,

purpose of destroying factions, why does he introduce the TtAtcoc? The
15
explanation by du Plessis provides a good starting point.
Du Plessis
guards against a hierarchy of the prudent and the wise within the Church
by maintaining that at 2: 6 Paul is not yet speaking about "intramur.al categories" in the Church, but that he is contrasting the whole Church with the
~

/

outside world.

The later contrast between the Y"J1TCoc and

does not relate to the question of the

7!'v[V,!-<-ol7CKoc

rEAtc o< • Following Weiss 16 he

notes that a reader is not prepared to contrast

I

rUccoc. with

/
VI/TT<Dl

15Paul Johannes du Plessis, Teleios. The Idea of Perfection in the
New Testament (Kampen: J. H. Kok N. v., 1959), pp. 178-185.
16Johannes Weiss; Der Erste Korintherbrief in Kritisch=exe etischer Kommenta
Uber das Neue Testament, begrundet von H. A. W. Meyer (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1910), p. 74.
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since the latter does not occur until ten verses later.

So he concludes

.. .

In

this connection teleios is a general term for Christians as such. 1117

He

that "the perfection of the teleioi is their being in Christ.

goes on to describe the specific meaning as that of "the plentitude of
salvation • • • and the consummate bounty of redemptive gifts bestowed on
those who believe in Him.

18

His final statement is that

11

teleios in this

particular connection expresses the state of redemption. 1119
The weakest point in this explanation is the ~isregard of 3:1.
I

du Plessis agrees that "the TfAl<oc
.

J,<otTC

I

Kot • 11

I
,tlol.T<Kc< ,

20

a·r e correlative with the -rrvtv -

In 3:1 Paul says that he cannot speak to them as

but as

"
6d.eK< v~c

I

S ,

Even

V'71T( OC ~

in Christ.

TTVlV

-

Paul thereby seems

I

to be denying that the Corinthians . are TE A£< o <
shift by focusing only on the previous context.
in saying that the

I

re).£< o </Vlrrr< o <

Du Plessis avoids this
Weiss is certainly correct

contrast is not evident at 2: 6.
I

But when the reader passes 3:1 it is certainly likely that w;rrco <
I

a retrogressive influence on rt~r<o<
in both constructions.

, especially since

I

Aol>-.cw

has

occurs

In view of the harsh, critical treatment in 3:1,
I

it is contradictory to assume that Paul is employing -r!Alcoc

in a

thoroughly complimentary manner.
Du Plessis bases his complimentary meaning on the rich praise of the
Corinthians in 1:4-9 and 1:26-31.

17du Plessis, p. 184.
18
Ibid.
19
20

Ibid.
Ibid., P• 180.

'

That which makes them T£A£.lOL , according

33
to this view, is their fulness of gifts and complete status in Christ.
'
The following points, however, show that a Christian can be the recipient
I

of gifts and be in Christ, and yet not be TtAtc o S •

First, according
~

/

to 3:3 the Corinthians are called
Christ."

'df Kll<'OC ,

but are still

V'7TT<O(

"in

Even conceding for the moment that Paul coul4 be dealing with

intramural and extramural categories, it remains that being "in Christ"
does not guarantee full maturity or full blessing.

Second, it is not simply

/

the reception of gifts that makes one
understanding and use of them.
know God's g~fts (2:12).

Tl'.AUc)5 , but it is the proper

It is by the Holy Spirit that Christians

In 4:8, which appears to -be a commentary on what
I

the Corinthians thought Tl~llOj

to be, Paul portrays the Corinthians as

poor receivers of gifts, and he ridicules their premature "arrival" by
emphasizing their misuse of gifts.
These comments help show that although Paul praises the Corinthians,
he never loses sight of his corrective purpose.

In other words, to main-

tain that Paul's thinking falls into intra- and extramural categories, is
to dissect his train of thought unnecessarily.

It is more likely that Paul

/

lets the phrase about the ,£:Auo ( just drop, to be picked up lat~r.

Its

I

position in 2: 6 is definitely subordinate to
Revised Standard Version obscures.

60 f'(r.<

, a fact which the

It is possible that he is employing a

Corinthians self-designation, but even if he is not, no doubt the appellati~n would please them.

As Schnackenburg says:

It is quite possible that the section 2, 6-16 contains certain
concepts, formulations, and ideas of the arrogant Corinthian
"pneumatics"; it is precisely this assumption which gives force
to our interpretation: You demand "wisdom" and call yourselves

34

teleioi--well then, we speak wisdom among the perfect.
only understood it, if only you were really perfect!21

If you

The strength of this view, which sees a certain amount of irony in
I

.

Paul's use of "T~Al<ot, is that it accounts for the paradoxical nature
of chapters 1-3.

It seems that Paul is purposely unwilling to elaborate

/

on T!At<o<

when he uses the phrase.

He is granting that he speaks among

I

the T!tlcco< , but he does not identify them.
I

in 2:6 is

'T[~Uo(.

'
I
ol(!"){,OVTl..)1/ •

The immediate contrast to

These failed to understand God'·s wisdom,

the same wisdom which Paul claims to grasp through the Spirit (2:10).

The

/

Spirit, then, is the difference between the rulers and the
Paul never says that the Corinthians do not have the Spirit.

,~ALco, .
But he says

he cannot speak to them as pneumatics.
That is the paradox of his remarks, a paradox we are not allowed
to resolve: they are pneumatics and yet they are not; they can
and ought to recognize God's wisdom and yet they grasp it not·,
for the precise reason that they fancy themselves in possession
of wisdom and boast of it.22
Paul is employing and reinterpreting a term which is not a common one for
/

him.

He grants the idea of some being TlACcol

but he denies the same

reality to the very ones who claim it (or would like to claim it).
It is this combination of denunciation with winning talk, this
acceptance and rejection of current notions in Corinth, and the
implication that he makes a personal claim to be a true pneumatic
while turning back all the false claims of others (cf. v. 15),
that make the Apostle truly great.23
I

It remains to determine the sense of
Paul.

T!Atco5

which is acceptable to

The foregoing discussion indicates that Paul is probably not employing

21

Schnackenburg, p. 358.

22
Ibid.
23

Ibid.
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I

TlAt<o<

as a general positive designation of Christians.

The term is

rare as a name for Christians, it is not explained here, and he does not
pick up the term later in chapter 3.

Yet it does occur here, and Paul

must have had some meaning for it, even if that meaning did not correspond
with that of certain Corinthians.

I

In view of the introduction of V'7Tr<o<.
I

TtArco5 as a term of maturity.

in 3:1, it is likely that Paul is employing

The type of maturity which Paul proceeds to describe is the maturity of a
Christian being led by the Spirit.

For the Corinthians this means putting

a stop to strife and envy, and abandoning the wisdom of this aeon.
distinguishing characteristic about the
tion of wisdom to Church life.

The

I

TtArro< would be their applica-

These would be the ones who not only have

the Spirit, but live by the Spirit; who know their gifts and use them
/

properly.

It is unnecessary to say that the TtAtco( possess deeper

knowledge than the rest.

Paul does not critici ze them for superficial

knowledge (1:5), but for contradictions between what they know and what
I

. they do.

In effect, what Paul does is to briefly accept

r£Accos

as a
/

Christian designation, but to recast it by the word

7TVtV;(-<.o(T<.Ko5,

which adds the dimension of divine guidance and includes the total ·Christian
life within the larger community, God's holy temple (3:16).
I Corinthians 14:20
I

The meaning of
previous passage.

T!Arcos

in this passage is m~ch clearer than in the

Paul contrasts maturity with iuunaturity, and encourages

maturity in thinking, but not in ma~ice.
.

/

between rt.AU.ol
. /

notion of

VJ/7rUX.

and

'

/

-rro1c r1 <.

While the formal contrast is

ex , the use of

/

V17r(O(f lT[

brings in the
/

and recalls 3:1.

The key to understanding rtAcco~

36

here is the use of

"'

/

,ct<S ff fl tc V

where in the New Testament.

•

Unfortunately it does not occur else-

The word originally meant "diaphragm," but

also came to mean both mind and heart.
not be merely cognitive.

" .5 , but need
It is related to vou

The English word "thinking" is fairly close be-

cause it can include feeling and disposition.

The LXX employs the term
)

almost exclusiyely in Proverbs '(8 times), usually with
Hebrew in these cases is

.:1

/

£vdl'7 S •

The

1.

The Nestle text places verse 20 at the beginning of a new thought.
Paul's use of

'
rxdf.1\
<p oc.
/

usually does begin a new thought.

In this case

the new thought does not constitute a radical break in the context, but
merely another point in the same line of thought.

l'1hile Paul proposes

maturity in thinking and inunaturity in malice, his first and final statements speak of maturity and are obviously the main emphases.
I

The use of T(Arco~
meaning in 2: 6.

in this passage is definitely related to its

In 14:20 it is no title, but the addition of
/

shows that Paul is still characterizing the Tlt\f.<O<.
The issue is still the proper use of gifts.

in the same way.

The Corinthians have childishly

emphasized the least edifying gifts, and Paul encourages them to e~ercise
what they know in a more profitable way.

Since the beginning of chapter 12

he has been encouraging them to use their gifts for the common good.

The

choice between tongues and prophecy is to be made on the basis of which
is the greater gift (12:31).

Since love and edification are the outcome

of prophecy, the Corinthians can demonstrate their mature thinking by
properly emphasizing the better gifts.
/

It probably is no accident that Paul's only use of

7£Arco~ in Romans

/

occurs in a parallel context.

There too,

tfeovcw

is used to describe

37
the sober thought which allows a man to evalutate his own position in the
Church and act accordingly.
Philippians 3:15
I

Philippians 3:12-15 contains the only Pauline use of the verb rt.ArcoL.:'l,
and the only other application of
thians 2:6.

I

-r£Acco5

as a title outside of I Corin-

The combination of the perfect passive form of the verb and

the adjective has caused no small discussion among readers.

Some maintain

that Paul is talking about two different kinds of perfection because in
one case he says he is not perfect, and in another he includes himself
among those who are perfect.

Paying close attention to Paul's actual words,

it is clear that in verse · 12 Paul is referring to a future action upon
man, his "being perfected."

Verse 15 employs the a.djective as a title for

certain Christians in the present time.

If these two verses are to stand

without contradiction, any translation of them must reflect the verb form
in verse 12.
a

I

n:.>..t<.oS

It will then become clear that Paul does not equate being
with being perfected.

The context of verse 12 makes fairly plain what "being perfect;ed" means.
It is the death and resurrection with Christ.

Here Paul is using the verb

much the same as it is used in rJ Maccabees 7:15 and Wisdom of Solomon 4:13.
The precise reason for the double ;,'
,u)'7
the parallel verbs is debated.

and the change in tense between

It is possible that Paul wishes to guard

against the notion that the resu~rection is somehow his work (
/

and so he inserts a passive form of -rt Ale ow

•

ll

The twin use of

reinforces the "not yet" character of Paul's present life.
.

.

,,,

occurs again in verse 13 with the word OU7TW

•

"lAotfoov ),
"Id"!

This thought

Paul is intent on maintaining

I

., I

38
I

I

I

that he has not yet reached the goal, and that therefore more effort is
needed; and yet the tense of his verbs indicate that human effort alone
.
)
is no guarantee of success (verse 9: (Vf l 9~ j verse 10: ~V/<-~O(?'f <

f-

·

I

/

l

/

0

c,µtvos ; verse 12: K«Tff\'7,1,<fv11v).
I

/

7271/J((Wµ(i(

.

J/ _,

7 C/'7

Thus Paul's addition of

serves the purpose of repeating the

i,h
,",

and· adding the

passive note.
I

The use of -r.rArco~

in verse 15 is xoore difficult.

Its presence,

following a statement about not yet being perfected, is hard to explain
if Paul is simply using it to refer to all Christians, as du Plessis main.
24
/\
tains.
Two issues are involved: first, whether ,!AtCo~ refers to all
Christians, and second, whether the term is used ironically.

The former

Cl

question depends on the sense of o{.o c

in verse 15.

Du Plessis says

that it means "all," and translates "We all, b~ing perfect, let us ••

..

It

(/

He lists several New Testament examples ,of o,o c

meaning "all" (Romans

6:3; 8:14; II Corinthians 1:20; Galatians 3:27).

These do not prove his

Only II Corinthians 1:20 is re~lly pa~allel in construction, and

case.

this passage still allows either "whatever" or "all." More pertinent is
(./

the multiple use of the neuter

in Philippians 4:8, where it .definitely

o&<

C/

means "whatever. 11 Whether o~ o (
issue.

The point is whether or not Paul means to ·say that all Christians
I

are

means "all" or "whatever" is not the only

Tl)..((O(

o,o,
(/

'

that is, whether
/

statement that a l l ~

n::Arcoc..

•

A

I

oo'I TtAHo<.

is a declarative
Ct

Of Paul's total use of

no clause which lacks a verb is used declaratively.

o~os

1: 20 and Philippians 4:8 the sense is not "all are • • • ," but "all who

24
d u P 1ess1s,
·
p. 196•

'

In both II Corinthians

I
39
are

.

...

II

Even if the verb

,,.
( l Ve( (

were included (as in I TimotQy 6:1),

the sense is still not "all are under

," but "whoever is under • • • • "

Paul is not identifying these people, nor is he implying that all his readers
are among the. group.

He seems to allow the reader to place himself in

this group, if he wishes to do so.
If Paul is not necessarily referring to a l l Christians, and if he has.
corrective advice to give to those who are supposedly mature, it is possible that he is employing the word somewhat ironically, as in I Corinthians
C,

2: 6.

Helmut Koester explains the use of O"-o c.

~

O"'l>V

/

1£1'1£coc

as a captatio

benevolentiae in which Paul addresses those who claim to be perfect. 25
The likelihood that Paul is either using a term currently in use or describing a prevailing attitude (rather than -introducing the term on his own)
is supported by his previous statement that he is not yet perfected.
is telling the

I

~fAf(oC

not to take their title seriously.

He

Using himself

as an example, he has shown that he still can call himself -,c.)..r, oS if
he wants to, but ;hat this does not exempt him from further striving,
suffering, and future death.

As in I Corinthians 2:6 he is radically revis-

ing this title.
Paul encourages the Philippians to think the way he is thinking.
suspects that f(!'o Y[~V

is a slogan of Paul's opponents.

26

Koester

While the case

cannot be proved, it nevertheless is clear that Paul is correcting and
/

cautioning the type of f(OYlf6Cj

that characterized some of his readers.

25Helmut Koester, "The Purpose of the Polemic of a Pauline Fragment,"
New Testament Studies VIJI (~961), 332, n. 1.
26
Ibid., P• 328.

·-
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The correcti;on lies in his own type of thinking, especially in verses 13-14,
but also including the whole chapter.
I

that even the -rtAt(o<.

The caution lies in the possibility

have an incomplete revelation.

/
£TCe'c.JJ

Paul does not say.

(.

that their thinking

is wrong, but incomplete.

Among those who

pride themselves on being spiritually mature and knowledgeable, the
suggestion that their thinking is incomplete would not be disregarded.
I

It is not necessary to assume that a group of -riAtco<
Philippi and cailed themselves by that name.

existed in

It is P,robable, however, that

~

the title

-n. Alc'oc

would have been a pleasing one t~ certain Philippians.

It is also probable that Paul redefines this term to ~ivest it of its
overtones of self-sufficiency, omniscience, and premature consummation.

-r[Accos

as a Designation of Anticipated Personal Development

Ephesians 4:13
Although there are parallels between this passage and Colossians 1:28,
)

'

I

the occurrence of <>lV'7 (' TU.Hos
in its own setting.

is unique, and deserves attention with-

It has not always received such attention.

The

attempts to see gnostic redeemer-myths in this verse have not proved cogent
or enlightening.

Schlier, for example,· equates the

)

'

I

otY'7f' TiAtcoJ with

Christ as the Heavenly Man.

~v,;e

Der
,£\i:c os ist niemand anders als der Christus, der
Anthropos selbst, der als h8chste Spitze seines eigenen Pleroma
gedacht i,!>t, oder wie wir vorausgr~ifend sagen k8nnen, als
seines 'CA:J µ.,1. • 27

27ueinrich Schlier, Christus und die Kirche im
J. c. B. Mohr [Paul s~ebeck, 1930), p. 28.
I

I

1

heserbrief (Tllbingen:

41
This interpretation not only res;s on questionable parallels (Manichaean
and Naasene texts), but it disregards the context, which emphasizes the
growth of Christians.

The phrase

J

I

'

«v17e rtAC<.o.J

is set in the middle

)

of three parapel phra,ses introduced with £.c S
first or last phrase is the "standard,"

28

both influence the middle one.

The combined thought of all three passages is:
maturity; and developed fulness.

C\

,.

'71 CKlo(

unity and knowledge;

The latte~ two appe~r to belong close

<I
"
111.<K<«J

together, as if

No matter whether the

JI

describes «vde«

I

TIAz:cov •

means ~'age" or "stature," it still expresses maturity.

(.

/

)

.

In fact,

/

and «Y"J(

both 1Aoc<..t.

Whether

are terms denoting maturity.

Further support

for the idea of maturity may be found in verse 14, which contrasts the
/

v1rr<o(

condition of

Thus, "mature man" is a better translation than

"perfect man."
The singular form of this phrase has caused much comment.

Most proba-

bly the singular form emphasizes the corporate aspect of Christian growth.
(

The phrase

O<..

/

71«YTS:S

I

than

TT«.YT[.f

alone.

expresses the totality of the group more emphatically
If

' V '1
'
~

e

T(I

A((0 S

is to express corporate

growth, this interpretation must rest on a metaphorical unders.t anding of
the phrase, which
should be understood as a designation of the whole church, symbolically pictured as an individual who has attained the end or purpose
of his existence, one complete or perfect, and should not be understood as a designation of the perfect individual believer. Though
it is true that each individual member of the church is also to
attain to perfection, the emphasis in this particular verse is upon
the final goal of the whole church • • • • 29

28 Edwin Reels, God's Mission (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company:,· 1962), p. 204. Roels, following C. F. D. Moule, considers the
third phrase to be the standard for interpreting .the first two.
29
~ . , P• 205.

42
Percy sees more of an individual emphasis in this phrase:

Die Gemeinde ist erst dann vollkommen und schliesst erst dann die
ganze Flille Christi in sich, wenn alle ihre einzelnen Mitglieder
die vollkommene Erkenntnis von Christus erreicht haben • • • • 30

,

'

This view does not do justice to the singular form of «. V"7 e
It reflects the thoughts of the Colossian parallel more than this text itself.

/

The fact that
)

Y"}rr-coc.

is in the plural form makes the singular

/

form of <iY'?(!

even more striking.

It may be true, as Robinson suggests,

that the text purposely associates individualism with immaturity, and
unity with maturity. 31

Thus while both the individual and the body are

involved, the emphasis here lies on the body.

By no means is the indi-

vidual to be isolated within his own scope of personal development.

"Die

Reife des Einzelnen und die Einheit der Gemeinde sind miteinander verbunden.
]

Although

o<.

v..,e
'

I

i!Ar<~

appears para11e1 to

(2:15; 4:24), it is not exactly synonymous.
For, though both phrases are designations of the same object, the
"new man" represents the church from a soteriological, the "fullgrown man" from an eschatological perspective • • • the "full-grown
man" represents the eschatological maturity of that salvation entity
designated already as the "new man. 1133
To sununarize:

'
\
I
ol v'1e Td£<.c>S

is a metaphor for the whole Church.

It

describes the anticipated maturity of the entire group, in contrast to the
immaturity of the present time.

This maturity is a growing up into Christ,

the Head of the body.
30Ernst Percy, Die Probleme der Kolosser - und Epheserbrief e ( Lun:
d
C. W. K. Gleerup, 1946), ..P• 322.
31J. Armitage Robinson, St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians (London:
James Clarke and Co., Ltd., n.d.), P• 18~.
32

.

ti

r,.//
Walter Grundmann, "Die fY I/ TTC o <. in der urchristlichen Paranese,"
New Testament Studies, V (1959), 195.

33
Roels, p. 205.

1132

•
43
Colossians 1:28
The text of Colo,~tans 1:28 is to be read as in the Nestle text, re•

•

•

Ject1.ng the omission

i)

Q-.:.

.
•
•
•
1 ded in Vaticanus,
"every man" because 1.t 1.s not inc u

Alexandrinus, or Sinsi~icus.

Its omission in. Claromontanus, Boernerianus,

Sangermanens, ·Augiensh, 33, Old Latin, and Clement may have been the result of a failure to C~py· the thrice-repeated phrase.
were omitted, the sens~ would not be altered.

Even if the phrase

The addition of "Jesus" at

the end of the verse i~ too weakly attested to be accepted.
The presentation of every man mature in Christ is portrayed here as
an anticipated develop~ent.

The aorist subjunctive of the verb, while

not necessarily pointing to a specific future event (such as the Parousia),
nevertheless indicates that the presenting is still anticipated.
proclamation and teaching are still going on.
self to that end.

The

Paul is still exerting "him-

The anticipated character of Paul's presenting has

already been mentioned by him in 1:22.
Paul is not the subject.

There the same verb is used, but

Whether Christ or God is interpreted as subject,

it is still true that the presenting of Christians as holy and blameless
before God asswnes their continued firmness in the faith.

Thus, even here

where it first appears that the presenting may have already been accomplished,
the grammar allows a future connotation, and the context favors an anticipated presenting.

It is not necessary to assume that Paul has the Parousia in mind.
While it is true that he uses the same verb in reference to the Last Judgment (Romans 14:10; I Corinthians 8:8; II Corinthians 4:14), he also uses
it in a sacrificial setting (Romans 12:1), and in a marital setting

-----

....-

-

44

(II Corinthians 11:2; Ephesians 5:27). Finally, the verb can also mean
34 .
·
·
/
s;i.mply "render."
In view of the diverse meanings of -rr«e <, rotvw , · it
cannot be said that Paul is using a technical term for an eschatological
presenting.

S~nce Paul is speaking about his own presenting, it is

likely that he is referring to the outcome of his own ministry.

When he

/

speaks of Christians as rtAcco(
of heavenly existence.

in Christ he is not necessarily speaking

The context indicates that the characteristics

which Paul is teaching are definitely for the present life.

He does not

I

say when it is that a man becomes

r£tltco5

Parousia in I}'ind, 1135 he does not show it.

•

If Paul "probably has the

He is interested in the present

renewal, and the replacement of the old man by the new (3:9).

Maturity

in Christ is anticipated for the very reason that the renewal is still
going on.

The moment of absolute realization is not Paul's interest.

In

fact, there is no evidence that Paul is thinking about an absolute realiza-

'

tion of maturity at all.
I

rE,\lcoV'

When Bruce connects this passage with the TO
·
36
/
of I Corinthians 13:10,
he assumes that rl.Ai:co5 is always

a radically future designation.

The context of Colossians t:28, as will

be shown later, indicates that although the development of maturity is
anticipated, it is not put off until the Parousia.

34walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other
Early Christian Literature, translated and adapted from the German by .
W. Arndt and F. Gingrich (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957),
p. 663.
35 E. K. Simpson and F. F. Bruce, Commentary on the Epistles to the
Ephesians and the Colossians .(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1957), p. 220.
36
Ibid.
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The anticipated development is also personal.

The threefold repeti-

tion of "every man" makes it clear that there is no exclusive group which
alone shares in the instruction in total wisdom.
I

present Christians who are to be ,t~tco <..

But it is not only the

the context points to the

;

Gentiles (verse 27) as the locale for the revelation of the mystery.

"The

recurrent 'every man' should not be restricted to a Christian universalitY,. 1137
In considering

I

rfAt<os as a description of an anticipated personal

development, it remains to document the fact that Paul is thinking of a
development ot growth.

Du Plessis rejects any notion of growth:

The idea of spiritual growth within the converted community is a
theme not patently clear in the context and in terms of the preceding, improbable • • • • What is bestowed in Christ is quite
perfect and needs no supplementation whatsoever. Perfection is
the absolute redemption which is in Christ.38
There is evidence in Colossians for the rejection of any idea of growth.
A passage already noted (1:23) indicates that what is needed is simple
perseverance, not necessarily growth. - In 2:9 Paul says "you are 11t;rA'1 in him."

(!W;<(voc.

In 3:3 he says, "your life is hid with Christ in God."

While these emphases on Christian fulness are present, the epistle
also abounds in parenetic material which calls for increasing in k~owledge
(1:10), good works (1:9), love (2:2), thanksgiving (2:7), forgiveness
(3:13), and obedience (3:20).

Since Paul emphasizes both present endowment
I

and future growth, the issue boils down to the question:
equal "in Christ," or does it add something?

.

'

does "TtAuov'"

The context shows quite plainly
.

that Paul is talking about more than just converting the Gentiles.

37d
38

·
u P l ess~s,
P• 198 •

Ibid., p. 199.

He is

46

speaking of the on-going pastoral process of building up Christian converts.
He qualifies

~

/

Ko(T<:1.oJ·t ,lo,1,<cY with

~

VOU0'(7"0"\JY7CS

and

d( fl o(~ KO\ri!j

•

•

This activity of his does not stop when his converts become church members.
Paul continues to toil for them that their hearts might be encouraged as
they are knit together in love (2:2).
them:

Verses 6 and 7 sum up his will for

that they walk in Him; being rooted and built up, established in
'

the faith, abounding in thanksgiving.

The rest of the chapter expands on

the implications of a well-grounded faith.
against enemies and deceivers.

A mature Christian can guard

The context which follows 1:28 is the best

commentary on what it means to be mature in Christ.
between 1:28 and 2:6-7 bear this out.
again; at 2:7

1dc.J:-j,9'1Tl

echoes

Verbal corresponden~es

At 2:6 the "in Christ" is picked up

duJ/,°KoYTtS

tent of Paul's warnings in 2:8-23 correspond with

of 1:28; and the con-

vovc9tnn:;vn5 · of 1:28.

Paul is describing the development of strong Christians who grow "with a
growth that is -from God" (2:19).

T{Attoj

in 1:28 means "mature, stable

in the faith."
Another passage which interprets 1:28 is 3:16, which speaks of the
Colossians themselves teaching and admonishing each other in all wisdom.
Here the Colossians are encouraged to do for each other just what Paul had
done for them:

speak the word, teach, and admonish.

This activity is the

activity of those who are mature and knowledgeable, who really are being
renewed (3:10).

In a similar vein, Paul writes in Romans:

"I myself am

satisfied about y~u, my brethren, that you yourselves are . full of goodness,
filled with all knowledge, and able to instruct one another" (15:14).

The

means by which Paul hopes to present every man mature in Christ, are the
same by which those who are mature in Christ exercise their maturity among
others.

47
Colossians 4:12
The two textual variants are read in agreement with the Nestle text.
In reference to the first, du Plessis says:
This rather uncommon use [ ,ro<E}~Tt. ] has in its favour that it
is quite explicable that a copyist should substitute the simple
form for the complex one, as in the case of Matt. 2.9 and 27 . 11
for instance, whilst the origin of the latter, if secondary, is
difficult to imagine. The difference in meaning is not very
great. Th~ passive form is intransitive and implies that the
initiative for their maintenance stems from God.39
The attestation for 6To<c9;n
and P46, among others.
bly stronger witness for
/

rrf~A~f<.J,µ!Vo(

is superior, with Vaticanus, Sinaiticus,

The second textual decision is based on the considera-

·1n:11....\'1eo 'f o(''l.#(voc.. • The other reading,

, is supported by Koine and P46.

Abbott conjectures

that the shorter form "probably slipped in as the more familiar and simpler
40
word."
The verse, which represents Epaphras' prayer for the Colossians, is
obviously parallel to the desire of Paul as stated in the last passage
considered (1:28).

The parallels are striking:

prayer (1:9); the use of

,

,
.
-r£Mco5 (1:28); °'O'Wvlf oµcvo5 (1:29, in exactly the same form); the noun
/

.,,.~,,A'1eoroe'1M{v0(

form of

(2:2); and reference to God's will (1:9).

Granted these similarities, it is still necessa:t"Y to determine the precise
I

sense of

39
40

'TLJ.HOj

within its context.

Ibid., p. 204.

T. K. Abbott, Epistles to the Ephesians and to the Colossians in
International Critical Conmentary (Ed~nburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1956),
P• 302.

48
I

The word order suggests that ,-£.Auoc.
parallel to :

Tr!.TTA'1f0

f

0€'") µ

(vo

<...

,

1:9 connects

as a

which is qualified by the subse-

quent phrase, "in the total will of God."
phrase from 6Tol9;Tl

,rott9~rr.

goes with

The distance of this final

would not forbid their being connected, but since

,,,1'1 (w9;T'i.

with

9r.Ji{µolro5 , there is precedent for

maintaining that the similar thoughts in 4:12 may likewise stand together.
The parallel in 1:9 also recalls the flexibility of the verb
/

foer.w .

7r).'1fo

-

It ca~ mean either "fill," "fulfill" (II Timothy 4:5,17), or

"convince" (Romap.s 4:21; 14:5). Its meaning in Colqssians 4:12 is probably
.
.
"fully convinced, or .assured." This interpretation is based on the parallel
/

between 4:12 and 2:2, where 7TA'7fofo(<ot occurs.

In ·2:2-4 there is a

contrast between full knowledge and the danger of being deluded by beguiling
words.

This contrast supports the meaning of 17Alf(lo <poe/-<.

conviction, certainty, and steadfastness.
to be totally excluded.

Yet the notion of fulness is not

.J

/

The verb 7T/1'1forfop(W recalls

important word in Colossians (1:19; 2:9).

.

which stresses

/

71A"JfW)'f.o(,

an

The parallel between 1 : 9 and

4:12 was noted above in another .connection.

In 1:9 Paul prays that they

/

may be filled with the knowledge of God I s will ( vA11foc..) and

a,,

<.11'..A '1"1- a(.

) •

/

The use of 7lA'1torDf(W in 4:12 retains and intensifies the important
Colossian emphasis on "fµlness. 11
The combination of

6 To(

c9,; TC
I

durability.

I

and TLlrco<..

likewise stresses mature
~~

Even without ,Utca5 , the verb ~Toi v'7Tf

connotes resolute

perseverance (I Corinthians 15:1; 16:13; Romans 11:20; II Corinthians 1:24).
The double occurrence of the verb in .Ephesians 6:13-14 bears out the notion
of firm defense.

These same characteristics are those which Paul portrays

after announcing his desire to present every man mature in Christ (Colossians 2).

49
I

The meaning of -rt'AC<oJ in 4:12 is congruous with that of 1:28.

The

notion of defense is more explicit, while the more cognitive elements are
taken over by the parallel term,
the best translation.

/

7TC TT~"!

eO ff O(f '7,1,(E. YO t

•

"Mature" . is

This passage illuminates 1:28 in one important re~

spect.

It describes the state of being -r!AtcoJ

the present.

as a thing desirable in

from Epaphras' point of view it is · anticipated, but his

prayers call for a nearby realization of maturity.

ft~(.< C:T'7 5

in·· Colossians 3: 14
I

The rarity of the noun Tf.AttOT?J

in the New Testament is matched

by its rarity in most Classical Greek literature. Aristotle uses it
41
twice to denote completeness.
Philo's use, noted above, is more frequent and diverse.
human attainment.

Its most usual sense is that of the highest level of
The LXX employs the term six times.

it is used parallel with

'
9 f<~
,,
o(A.'1

Jotham and the Shechemites.

In Judges 9:16,19

in reference to the agreement between

Here it renders

D ~ l::J. T)
.,..

and denotes integrity.

It means the same thing in Proverbs 11: 3, where it renders

1f f:) 7l .

,. ·.

/

Wisdom of Solomon 6:15 and 12:17 it follows
respectively.

0

Y'76£1.)j

In both it means completeness and totality.

2:2 ( ~ ) i t translates
is rendered by

(ff

T\ 11

·1 1?, "betrothal

and

In

J1J~Vol-.JA.tw5

In Jeremiah

time," which in A and B

/

T

t~ t<. t..:>, c ~ •

The text of Colossians 3:14 is to be read as in the Nestle text. The
c,
(. l.
(' . l
phrase o E,7( Y is better attested than 05 and '?rt.5 , and may be
understood as a "formularic phrase without reference to the gender of the

4 1.ietaphysics 11I,6,p.207a,21; p.261a,36.

50
word explained or to that of the word which explains • • • • 42
C

The second

I

variant, f.VOT~:ros

, is likewise rejected for its weaker witness, but

its importance as a possible equivalent for

,E.A c.cc!T'1S

is significant.

The most important extra-biblical parallels for the general sense of
3:14 are:

(l) the saying of Simplicius in Epictetus 208a that the

f ( ,\ /o(

Pythagoreans gave the highest honor to
of all the virtues; (2) the use of

't \JVd(6µoJ
I

and called it the ·6ifvJU,l(of
in Plato, Politicus 310a

to describe that which holds t'og·e ther diverse parts of virtue. 43
The biblical parallel most often cited is Ephesians 4:3. ·The overall parallels between Colossians 3:12-15 and Ephesians 4:2-4 are rather
extensive.

Percy a·s sembles the evidence at some length.

,iSvdt6µ05 7~5 z.le~v"lf

44

The phrase

echoes the thoughts of Colossians 3:14, but

not the exact choice of words.

The syntax of the phrase appears to be an

45
epexegetic genitive
("the bond which is peace~').
These parallels do not explain the meaning of Colossians 3:14.
do, however, offer at least two general directions toward solution.

They
After

noting that in Ephesians 4:3 the bond is peace itself, Percy continues:
I

Dagegen sind die Meinungen geteilt betreffs des Sinns des 6V~OC6,405
r~s r~Aic:r~ros in Kol 3,14, ob die Liebe hier ebenso wie der

4 2p,. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and
Other Early Christian Literature, translated from the German by R. Funk
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1961), §132,2.
I

'

'

43For other references see H. Chadwick, "All Things to All Men," ~
Testament Studies, I (1954-55), 273.

44Percy, p. 406.
45
Bauer, p. 793.
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Friede in Eph 4,3 als das Band gedacht ist, das die einzelnen
Gl~ubigen zu einer Einheit zusarmnenschliesst; oder ob sie als
ein Band, das die verschiedenen in V. 12 aufgez~hlten Tugenden
zu einer Einheit verbindet und dadurch die Vollkommenheit bewirkt,
gedacht
ist. Der Gedanke sollte im letzteren Falle mit dem in
II
Rom 13,9 identisch sein, wenn es dort heisst, dass alle Gebote
des Deka'logs II im Liebesgebot
zusammengefasst sind (vgl. Gal 5,14). ·
II
Als StUtze fur die letzerwahnte Interpretation hat man au£ die
Aussage bei Simplicius • • • verwiesen.46
To equate· the "bond of perfection" with "the power which unites and
holds together all those graces ~nd virtues which together make up perfection,'
virtues.

47

.

\

is to assume that Paul views

/

as the totality of

T(l\l.(07"'7f

Delling implies that this is a legitimate possibility:

"Dass

durch die Liebe die christlichen ,Tugenden' zur Ganzheit verbunden werden,
w~re eine wohl im Neuen Testament sachlich m8gliche Aussage. 1148
thinks otherwise:

:,

/

Dagegen ist die o1.~""TT'7

11

Percy

nach Paulus die eine Grund-

tugend des christlichen Lebens; die andere Tugenden sind dabei nichts als
II
)
/
,.49
verschiedene Ausserungen der a0~n1.
He concludes, then, that the
Pythagorean parallel is not relevant.
The other direction of thought, that the parallel in Ephesians helps
explain Colossians 3:14, ·has also been suggested.
that there is no precise parallel.
' in Ephesians the bond is peace.

The problem here is

Whereas love is the bond in Colossians,

The Colossian construction is more complex,

and the nature of the genitive construction of

71~

Tt:~HC:n-,ro5

is more

• I

46Percy, p. 406.
41J. B. Lightfoot, St. Paul's Epistles to the Colossians and to Philemon
(London: Macmillan and Co., 1879), p. 222.
/

48G. Delling, "rtAC(OS ," Theologisches W~rterbuch zum Neuen Testament,
begrUndet von Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: W. KP.hlham:ner Verlag, 1965), VIII,
80.
-~ - .

49Percy, p. 407.
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, crucial than the genitive c~nstruction in Ephesians.
I

property of 6t>v_JH,.uos

"In view of the

as a ~ifying force, the genitive is most suitably

rendered as objective and not subjective, because it is the cause and not

or~s ."50

·
the result
of rt Ate "

3:14 as objective genitive

51

Likewise, Blass-Debrunner lists Colossians
.
("the bond which produces perfection"). It

is not impossible to interpret this phrase as a descriptive or qualitative
genitive, but the noun, with the definite article, seems to deserve more
attention than that
of a simple modifier.
I

/
,
,
rr.Accon.,J is effected by °''cJ«'0'7 ' the 6'1>Val6,µ.05'
)

Even deciding that

it is still necessary to define Tt.Au:7'1J .' Some suggest that the term
has philosophical or cosmic overtones by virtue of its association with
I

I

6vvd£6,4.or •

Fitzer notes the cosmic background behind

6UVdl6,t<DJ

in both

Ephesians and Colossians:
II

In beiden Stellen liegt eine formale Ahnlichkeit mit dem platonischen
Gebrauch des Wortes • • • vor; es geht um eine Zweiheit, die durch
den 6VVdL6,.uoj zur Einheit gebracht und Uberwunden wird. Aber
es geht bier nicht um einen kosmologischen, sondern eher um ei~~n
soteriologischen Bereich, genauer um die Gemeinde in der Welt.
Even though the constructions of Ephesians 4:3 and Colossians 3:14 are not
verbally parallel, these passage do reflect an interest in congregational
unity.

The Ephesian passage provides a parallel in which

~..fvdc,j,<oJ

is

applied to interpersonal relations.
Although this parallel is valuable, the exact meaning ·of
in Colossians ultima~ely rests on its own use and setting.

riAcco~~J

The clothing

50

du Plessis, p. 201.

51Blass-Debrunner, §163.
52Gottfried Fitzer, 11 ,tfvc>t,)<of

,"

Theologisches W~rterbuch zum Neuen
Testament, begrUndet von G. Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhaumer Verlag, 1964),
V~I, 857.
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imagery, which begins in verse 9, is the background of verse 14.

To say

refers to the totality of "virtues" in verses 12 and
13, as Lightfoot does, is certainly possible.

The passage in Epictetus

supports this . interpretation. · The "virtues" in this case would be those
qualities listed in verses 12-13.
I

people to be TV..c..<.o s

.

Love ties them together, and enables

Although verse 17 does no.t use the term

,,

it describes the one who shares in Tt:),t< oT'?j

.

I

TC~ t.c o 5

,

as one who does everything

in the name of the Lord Jesus, whether in word or deed.

53

Interpreted in

this way, 7£Aicc:r~~ is the totality of virtues, which is equivalent to
I

the condition of being -rt>.

l< o

j

Another possibility is to take the phrase "Christ is all and in all,"

,,

in verse 11 as the antecedent to rtAtco7l?J •
connection lies in the

~

O'\J

Y

The justification for this

(verse 12), which immediately follows this

phrase, and which includes verse 14.

The main difference between this

interpretation and the former is that here the bond does not unify virtues;
it unifies persons, and expresses the condition where Christ is all and
in all.

By putting on love a Christian brings to . realization the totali ty

and unity of the one body.

Paul has already expressed a similar thought
/

in 2:2, and especially 2:19, where

j''\JVcJz,µ~

oriented, but expressive of the same idea.
tion the primary notion of TlAccoj''7S

appears more biologically

According to this interpreta-

is totality, the totality of God's

love shared among the elect in every activity.

Tt.A.l<ti'15

thus stands for

a congregational condition in which Chris·t is all and in all.

53Philo repeatedly characterizes the
sponds in "word and deed." Supra, P• 18.

:iAl<~J

person as one who re-

54

.,
It is hazardous to impose severe limits on what Paul may have intended
/

with the tenn -r i..\ t<. o 'T'7 5 • Whether it means the totality of virtues, or
the condition of Christ's love active in the Church, the result is the
,

I

same:

the pe.a ce of Christ rules in the hearts of his people, and his word

dwells among them; the chosen people live the forgiving and worshiping life
in the one body into which they have been called.

!
I

I

I
1·

CHAPTER IV
TE.AEIOl: AND COGNATES IN HEBREWS
/

Tf}iuot..,;)

Used Negatively

1
/
Three of the nine occurrences of the verb 7£Jcco\..J

are used nega-

tively, to deno.te the ineffectiveness of the law or old covenant.

These

·three are roughly parallel, .but do not form an independent category within
Hebrews.

/

They ~st be seen against the background of 7LAccot.J as applied

to Jesus and mankind.

Still, these three occurrences provide a starting

point, and offer a setting in which to place the use of rd tc /w

.

Hebrews 7:19 substantiates the weakness and uselessness of the former
commandment by parenthetically noting that the law perfected nothing.
The former commandment is set aside for a better hope, "through which we
draw near to God."

Hebrews 9:9 notes that under the old arrangement (the

earthly sanctuary) gifts ·and sacrifices are offered, but that these cannot
perfect the conscience of the worshiper.
things.

They deal only with outward

Hebrews 10:1 also refers to the inability of the law (by means

of yearly sacrifices) to perfect those who draw near.

The passage goes

on to demonstrate that under the old sacrificial arrangement there was no
effe~tive cleansing from sin.
It is clear that all these passages are located in a sacrificial,
I

.cultic setting.

In view of a similar cultic setting for 71'..i{rcow in the
I

LXX Pentateuch, a likely background for understanding ,tAtcoc.J in Hebrews

1uebrewa 2:10; S:9; 7:19,28; 9:9; 10:1,14; 11:40; 12:23~
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is the LXX, especially the Pentateuch, as G. Delling observes.
.

.

"An eine

~

spezielle Be9-eutung von 71,\t.cow in der Septuaginta • • • knUpft Uber,

11

wiegend die Verwendung des Verbs im Hebraerbrief an."
scholars are in agreement.

2

However, not all ·

Sidney Sowers comments:

By now it is obvious that the author is working with a much larger
concept of perfection than he started with in the Pentateuch
passages which spoke of the consecrated, or perfected high priest
and the T,~At{w,cJ ·o f the offerings.3
II
is subst~ntially following J. Kogel,
who maintains that

Sowers

'

- \

I

-r~t.(.uc....)

is a· formal concept which derives its meaning from t~e context.

Wenn wir diesen wechselnden Gebrauch beobachten, so kHnnen wir
daraus schon eine Folgerung ziehen, nYmlich die, dass - rt~rco'~
ein Allgemeinbegriff ist, ohne einen bestinmten Inhalt. Es
ist ein rein formaler Ausdruck ••• auf das Objekt und au£
den Kontext kommt es demnach vor allem an, wollen wir den Sinn
erfassen • • • • 4
Applying this principle to Hebrews 7:19, I<l:lgel paraphrases, "Nichts wurde
II
5
an das ihm gesetzte Ziel gefuhrt. 11
Sowers sees a similar meaning for

rtA!C:c...> wherever it ·applies to the theology of° the two covenants.

"So

applied perfection means, the bringing to completion in the new covenant
of that which was anticipated in the old."
It
• I
/
While Kogel
throughout views . n.11ccow

6

as a formal concept, SQwers
/

abandons the LXX Pentateuch content of 71'.Atcot..)

~ecause its use in Hebrews

is simply too far-reaching to be explained within the category of priestly

2

•
·
II
Theologisches
Worterbuch
zum Neuen Testa~ , begr~dent von Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgar~: w. Kohlhammer Verlag,
1965), VIII, 83.

G. Delling,

3

-1
/
",U\fCOt.) , "

fl

Sidney Sowers, The Hermeneutics of Philo and Hebrews (Zurich: EVZVerlag, 1955)~ ~· 113.
4Julius K8gel, "Der Begriff nJce d tJ v im HebrYerbrief, fl Theologische
Studien Martin·K~hler .dargebracht (Leipzig: n.p., 1905), p • . 39.
6" •
.
5
Sowers, P• 113.
1.2!!!•' P• 60.
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consecration.

·Similarly, A. Cody, in speaking of the old and new priest-

hood, notes that from an Aiexandrian point of view perfection is an aspect
;
7
of that which is heavenly.
If Hebrews is dealing in a Philonic-type
I

.

.

/

dualism, then TtArco~

may be rooted as much in a philosophical background

as biblical.
The three passages which are under consideration all resemble LXX
cultic usage, but the resemblance is not complete.

.. J

lo : l, "heisst

/

't~tc o~

/

In Hebrews 7:19 and

•

•

Jemanden in den Zustand versetzen, in dem

T(Vo(

>

I

er vor Gott tret~n bzw vor Gott bestehen kann • • • • "

8

Here the object

of the verb is not the priest, or his hands, but the worshiper.
ject of the verb is the "law."

The sub-

In 10:l. the object is "conscience," and

the subject is "gifts and sacrifices.'' Yet the contexts of all three

,

/

passages suggest that rr.Auot..:)
/

/

is nearly synonymous with r:~-r<- f w (7:19),

c..

/

Kotr9otcfl...) (9:14; 10:2), and . o(cr<-o<
/

the cultic meaning of ,u\t(OL..) •

tw (10:10),

terms which are related to

The Septuagintal origin is reinforced
/

in 7:11, where the writer describes · the unattainability of TtAtcc.u,cs
~

under the Levitical priesthood and law.

\

/

I ll'lUWc.<~ occurs in the LXX

sixteen times, twelve of which are in Exodus 29 and Leviticus 7-8, .where
they translate

u ., ~ i n '

the sacrifice which accompanies priestly

consecration.
I

Die gesamte Weise der Verwendung von Tf..A tc w "J an diesen St
zeigt, dass in LXX darunter eine Handlung verstanden wird~ die
mit der Einsetzung der Priester in ihren Dienst zusammenhangt.9

7Aelred Cody, Heavenly Sanctuary and Liturgy in the Epistle to the
Hebrews (St. Meinard, In~ian~: Grail Publications, 1960), _p. 101.
8

·.

..

Delling, · p. 83.

9

!!?!2.•,

P•

86

•
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Hebrews 7 is demonstrating the absence of an effective and lasting ordina,

tion under the Levitical priesthood.

Thus the

I

~vuLv

of 7:19 refers both

to the consecration of priests and to ~ffectiveness of the work on behalf,
I

of the people.

To translate TtAccow formally in this verse may yield

an understandable sense, but does not do justice to the cultic background.
The sense of 7:19 is not
II

11

II

d as Gesetz hat ja nichts zpr Voll~ndung gefuhrt" (Windisch, ahnlich

Michel), sQndern muss dem l re 1\ H wet v seine volle Bedeutung geben:
lies hat ja 'keine vollendende Weihe gebracht. 1110
'

.

I

In all three passages it is possible to understand rtAttoc.J as "to fully
consecrate."

The only shift in meaning from the LXX is that in Hebrews
•

J

/

the people, not just the priests, are the object of ,fAlcou •
is not difficult.
of the people.

Already in the Old Testament ~he priest worked on behalf

His capacity to stand before God was symbolic of theirs.
I

Thus, applying n:Aaow
ing.

This shift

1

If T(Accow

to the people doe.s not change its priestly mean-

may also be understood according to its formal meaning,

or under the influence of Alexandrian philosophy, these meanings are subordinate to the clear cultic meaning suggested by the context.
/

The combined sense of the three passages where r!.Atcow is used negatively is:

the old dispensation (law, priesthood, sacrificial system) did

not lastingly consecrate priests or people.

It did not thoroughly cleanse

the people from sin, nor sanctify them inwardly.

As a result it did not

effectively succeed in enabling people to stand before God.

lOMartin Dibelius, "Der himmlische Kultus nach dem Hebr3erbrief,"
"
b 1 ius. BerausBotschaft und Geschichte, .Gesammelte Aufsatze
von Martin Die
. gegeben von GUnther Bornka~ (rllbingel!,: J, c. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1956),
II, 168.
.

'
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As Applied to Jesus
Hebrews 2:10
This passage is one of the most explicit in describing the consecration of Jesus.

The context indicates that the emphasis of the verse lies
I

on the means of consecratio~, which is suffering (

ch~

7T~.fJ'1µj7WV )~

Yet it is not the suffering alone which brings about Jesus' consecration.
God is the subject and He consecrates Jesus through suffering.

This means

that the suffering is not accidental, but planned by the Father "for whom
)I

and by whom all things exist." The use of [1Tf'E f!{ v
J

speaks to the appropriateness of having the

("to be fitting")
I

·o1e~ '1 ?foJ

. .

consecrated by

means of suffering, which is the identification with mankind in origin,
necessity for obedience, temptation, and fina~ly death.
1

The word
/

)

°'f-'X"ltOV •

,

I

ol.

Oo/. a--o YT~

-

is capable of being taken with either olVTW or
l

If taken. with ohJi~ , God is the one who leads the many sons.
'

.,

A,

/

If taken with «ff.~'1rDv , it can either describe His mediatorial capacity,
or serve as an "agent-noun,"11 which stresses vocation in much the same way
(

that o

/

/3o(117<

tt.lV

of Mark 6:14,24 .acts as a title.

It would then read:

"It was meet that God should · perfect the Conductor and Author of our salvation by suffering."

Even though the mediatorial function of leading is

usually ascribed to Jesus, the sense of the sentence seems to favor associatJ

/

ing o(¥olfoYT« . with

. ,

..

ot UT~

•

This choice is perfectly in line with the

emphasis on divine initiative expressed in the verse.' It also maintains

11Paul Johannes du Plessis, Teleios. The Idea of Perfection in the
New Testament (Kampen: J, H, Kok,. V,, 1959), P• 219.
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the direct interest that God has in the sons which is evident from the
first verse of the epistle.

The time and sequence of this aorist participle

cannot be historically pinpointed.

"The element of past time is absent

from the aorist participle especially . if its action is identical wfth that
12
of an aorist finite verb."
Used in this absolute sense, the relationship between
sequence.
>

,

I

and -rtA (( w,ot( has no reference to time or

cl..ool. do YT.I..

There seems to be no sure basis, therefore, for interpreting

/

as an ingressive aorist as Michel does.

d.?f'ot.(foYTrl.

)

/

The occurrence of o(,e,y.11005
sideration.

in this passage deserves additional con-

Rendered variously in the translations, (Authorized Version,

"Captain;" Revised Standard V~rsion, "Pioneer;" New English Bible, "Leader"),
.

.

.

the term carries several different notions even in antiquity.
;,

/

founder of a Greek city was often called its ol.(~'1 0 o 5
Athene for Athens.
ship.

,

13

The

or hero, such as

Included in that position was the function of guardian-

This usage provides the additional nuance of "originator," and

"author.,. . A subsidiary sense is that of "captain."

Simpson maintains

that "this vocable hovers between the two senses of Chieftain ancl Founder,
according as the main stress is laid on the first or the second syllable
respectively.

...

When followed by the possessive case the notion of

·
14
prime agent or factor prevails."
Significant for its usage in Hebrews

1 2p. Blass and A. Debrunner; A -Greek Gra'lllll8r of the New Testament and
Other Early Christian Literature, ~r~nslated from the German by R. Funk
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1961), §·339,1.
13Gerhard· Delling, "~e1l'1(D5 , 11 · Theologisches W~rterbuch zum Neuen
·
Testament, herausgegeben .von Gernard Kittel (Stuttgart: w. Kohlhammer
Verlag, 1933), I, 485-486.
14x. K. Simpson, "The Vocabulary of the Epistle to the Hebrews,"
· Evangelical Quarterly, J.CVII~ (194~), 35.
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)

I

) /

is the fact that olf1tlf (OJ is occasionally used in conjunction with• o/(. T( o S ,
15
16
as in Plato
or Philo.
The ruling power and the cause are understandably

,

associated with each other.

/

Philo uses the term o(f1(.'1rtTIJ5 for the

patriarchs, and even applies it to God on one occasion.
usually means a political or ~ilitary leader, or the head of a clan.

In

Micah 1:13 and I Maccabees 9:61 it is used figuratively in reference to
sin and . evil.

In the New Testament the word is used four times (Hebrews 2:10;

12:2; Acts 3:15; and Acts 5:31).
)

'

-1(~'1 ;ov

"""' .
7','J

fw ; 5

In Acts 3:15 it refers to Christ as

, and in Acts 5:31 as

context of exaltation.

,

'

\

°'('X'1(0Y l<'d<

"

,L.)r'!~af. in the

The former conveys the idea of Author, the latter

possibly Leader, but even that is somewhat weak.

In Hebrews the transla-

tion "Pioneer" fits well within context, but is weak in designating power
and influence.
If the exact meaning of ,ll(u/w

is debated_in negative usage, it

is even more debated as it applies to Jesus.

Muc~ of the discussion re-

volves around an issue not specifically discussed in the letter, namely,
the question of whether Christ was perfected morally or only in respect
to his office.

This question will be considered later, but for th~ present
I

our purpose is to determine what ,r.tlcroc..)

meant as applied to Jesus.

As in the last section, the context points to priestly consecration.
Even though the verses prior to 2:10 do not refer to a High Priest, the
verses following are saturated with priestly content.

15

Cratylus 401.

16
vit. Mo
--!.• 3 ' 28 •

Verse 17, particularly,
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echoes 2:10, and provides an illuminating parallel.

Using the Septuagintal

background and the priestly context, one could reasonably conclude that

Tt..\ cco'w means "consecrate as priest." Yet few stop with this simple meaning.
the consUillllation of Christ i s of greater profundity than consecratory associations allow. To ·a far greater extent the text radiates
a personal qualitative sense, firstly as far as ~ocational aptitude
is concerned and secondly in relation to moral and spiritual
capacity.l!
While some commentators begin with the LXX background, others bypass
. it altogether.

/

As a result, the possible synonyms for ,!AC<4W have

experienced a confusing proliferation which includes:

initiate, consum-

mate, perfect, fulfill, complete, elevate, glorify, enable, qualify, cause
to enter, and realize.

Many of these meanings dovetail, and require that

an interpreter provide his translation and its background.
of the few who does this.

Michel is one

He says:

die LXX wohl bis zu einem gewissen Grade die Voraussetzung £Ur
den Sprachffebrauch des Hb liefert • • • aber die LXX allein ihn
nicht erklart.18
.
The reason why this starting point is so important is that it facilitates
distinguishing between primary and secondary senses of
safeguards against subjective interpretation.
I

arrive at their synonyms for 7£~Uo w •

Tt~t<o~ • . It also ·

One wonders

how

interpreters

&st translations make sense

from various perspectives, but few of them have the support of common usage
\

or clear substantiation from the text.

I

&st interpretations of T£1\t.Co ~

,

~.
17 du Plessis, p. 218.
18otto Michel Der Brief an die HebrHer, in Kritisch-exegetischer
1
ii
Kommentar Uber· das Neue Testament, begrundet von H. A. W. Meyer, (10. Auflage;
GHttingen: Vandenhoeck ur;id Ruprecht, 1957), PP• 137-138~
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are applications of KHgel 's "formal" concept.

The foremost difficulty

with the application of this concept is that it empties the verb of it~
own specific '· meaning acquired in usage.

Granted that it is a word variously

used, and is ·often used formally,

the term and its derivatives have acquired by elastic adaptability
various stable associations from religious, profane and colloquial
usage. To wield it as a materially neutral concept is an unjustifiable abstraction.19
Given the LXX background and the priestly context of 2:10, ~1~£(:t...:::,
very likely means "consecrated." From this starting point it may be that

,,

some of the formal characteristics of Tdtcow are also intended.

The

most obvious hint that the context is more than priestly is the use of

,,

)

~f?(~~o5

as the object of the verb.

The basic point of 2:10-18 goes beJ

/

The thought is that the ore1('1~0.5

yond mere consecration.

is fully equipped

to serve as priest because he has experienced the human plight of suffering
and temptation.

He is a brother; he is of the same origin.

effectiveness rests on his humanity.

'

His priestly

With the application of

Tl.

'

,

to Jesus as Oi( ~'1~0::, , it is possible to see more in T1A.HoW

,

tion.

The "formal" sense of TC.Atc~W

'

,

is "to make

/

T

<-A.t<.o S

•"

.
,,
>it.< ow

than consecraThe sense

as High Priest; he is ,

of the text is that the °'('K."lto 5

made complete, and equipped to function as a High Priest.

,,

Thus, although it is likely that Tf.,\Ccow is used as in the Pentateuch
of the LXX, its use in 2:10 allows in addition formal nuances.

What the

writer to the Hebrews may be doing is employing cultic terminology in such
a way that it encourages other associations.
I

r!Atco&.>

could mean:

In the case of this passage

"die," as in Wisdom of Solomon 4: 13; or "consuamate

19du Plessis, p. 212.

I •
'

I
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and glorify" (compare 2:9); or "fully equip." The modern reader may be
ignorant of ~ome of these allusions.

The context suggests, however, that

the intended ' sense of the verb i~ "consec~ate," with possible allusions
to equipping and glorifying.

~n any case, the result is clear:

God made

Jesus High Priest, and as such Jesus is complete and able to function on
behalf of men.
Hebrews 5:9
Although Hebrews 5:5-10 offers many issues for discussion, the present
investigation is primarily interested in the sense and meaning of

,·

7lA,cc w Sc.<.

S • The context suggests that it is related to 2:10 since

both speak of the priesthood, of suffering, and of the activity of God
behind it all.

,.

Unlike the verb in 2:10, -r LA

·rt:Atcwc9rc.s and
stand

c

'

~

\JTfO To1>

(\

(C

wc9c~ is passive.

If

/

correspond, it is possible to under/
behind Tt..\uwc9tc.5 also. Whether or not these

7Tfo6o<d"o('luvt:(~
~

fJuru

verbs actually do correspond (see below), it is still true that verses 4
and 5 emphatically attest to God's activity in calling Christ as high priest.
Thus 2:10 and 5:9 appear related, although 5:9 contains some new features.
While both 2:10 and 5:9 speak of suffering, 5:.9 states that Jesus
20 Cullmann maintains that
"learned obedience through what he suffered."
this passage contains "the most -important confirmation of Hebrews' concept
of Jesus' full humanity • • • •

This expression presupposes an inner human

20Aeschylus also speaks of learning through suff~ring when h~ notes
in Agamemnon 175, that Z~us has ordered that suffering be educational
( TTd /he µltOo_5 ) •·
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development."

21

It is legitimate to ask in what sense Christ could learn.

The danger is always present to divide the natures, as Montefiore seems
to do when he says of this verse;· "Our author is, of course, speaking here
o f the Son not as eternally divine but ·.as fully and completely incarnate. 11 ll
Thie sort of explanation does not do justice to Hebrews or to the Incarnation itself.

More help(ul is the approach which understands learning and

obedience not in terms of their opposites (error and disobedience), but
in terms of . their absence in experience.

Voe calls this learning

the experiential knowledge of obedience • • • • "Learning· simply
means to bring out of the conscious experience of action, that
which is present as an avowed principle antecedent to the action. 23
Thus without dividing the natures, or positing un-biblical attributes to
Christ, it is possible to understand Christ's learning as that of a man
who opened Himself up to experiences which were new and strange.

His

learning was the result of being incarnate, not the overcoming of moral
or intellectual error.

24
/

Vital for understanding 11Ac.cw&r<5
in the context.

is its relationship to the events

Verses 8 and 9 note the following events:

learning obedi-

ence, being consecrated, becoming the Source of eternal salvation,. and
being designated high priest by God.

Westcott relates Tt:A re wt/rt~ with

21
Oscar Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, translated
from the German by Shirley Guthrie and Charles Hall (Second edition; Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1963), p. 97.
22
Hugh Montefiore, A Conanentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews (London:
Adam and Charles Black, 1964), p. 99.
23
Geerhardus Vos, "The Priesthood of Christ in Hebrews," Princeton
Theological Review, V (1957), 584.
24For more detail, see Charles D. Froehlich, "He Learned Obedience,
Hebrews 5:8" (U~published STM Thesis, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, 1958).
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all that goes before (5:7-8) by contrasting "in the days of his flesh"
with

~x tc. w

T

£) t.

/s. •

He describes the two periods as the "period of·

preparation for the fulness of His priestly work, and the period of His
.
25
accomplishment of it after His 'consummation.'"
Windisch describes
7i.A

cc w

c9H1

t

/

as "den Abschluss des µo1fJt"'i.v vrro11<.017v • "

26

The text

.

/

suggests th~t rd, c.c wBus marks a ·break in the life of Jesus.

The

learning, suffering, and obeying are events prior to his priestly consecration.
Since

The functions of Source and High Priest flow out of consecration.

,,

7T(?O Gol ~O(! Lu3c.()

precedes , !AH (.J c9 r
corresponding.

:r '

syntactically may fall under the

it is possible to interpret them as parallel and

They express the same thing:

the consecration or designa-

tion of Christ as High Priest.

,,

The priestly function is here described by the phrase
/

tWT'7fC.o< 5

which

.Kot<.

o1. (. T <. o

S

• The phrase is not peculiar to Hebrews; it occurs in other

Greek literature, especially in Philo.
is also located in Isaiah 45:17.

27

The phrase 6W7Yff;o< S O(;C,.JV(6l.J

The emphasis on eternity is stressed in

the next passage to be considered, Hebrews 7:28.
/

As in 2:10 the verb TtAt<o~

admits formal interpretation as well

/

as cultic.

If Jesus was made

TC.At<.

0.5

following his learning, his com-

pleteness could be his heavenly return, his glorification, or his last step
toward being High Priest.

Du Plessis says:

25
Brooke Foss Westcott, The Epistle to the Hebrews (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pubiishing Company, 1950), p. 125.
26

II

Hans Windisch, Der Hebraerbrief, Handbuch zum Neuen Testament, herausgegeben von Hans Lietzmann. (TUbingen: J.C. B. Mohr [Paul . Siebeck], 1913),
p. 44.

27

In Philo:

Agric. 96; Spec. Leg. I. 252;

~. xiv. a,2; !ill·

iv.

s,2.

!.!!'.!•

202.

In Josephus:
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it is a consummation, not by a single act of obedience, but one
evinced in a complexive development, comprising all experiences
characteristic to human nature, of which suffering and distress
are the most prominent. By this realization He achieved the
purpose of His ordination, which was to become the Source of
eternal salvation for all who obey Him.28
Further evidence that

I

T

t.,\ (<.c,l9C<. S may include notions of consummation

and exaltation is 5:5, which states that Christ did not glorify himself
to be made High Priest.

The verses in which 5:9 is set are a demonstra-

tion of this non.;.gJ.orification~

These verses make two related points:

Christ's own actions were not a grasp at glory; and it was God, not Christ,
who did the eventual glorifying.

Both these points may be seen in
.,

. nAtcwc.9r~ • Jesus himself did not strive to be consummated. His
learning was no upward climb to glory.

His learning was in the realm of

obedience and suffering with the goal of death rather than glo:t:y.
he had done his part, he was dead.

When

The consecration and consumnation came

from outside of himself, from the Father.
Hebrews 7: 28

..

'

C

...

The text of 7: 28 is to be read °'e'X.( C ~ £ C S , . not ( tf l< S , which
C

is the reading of Claromontanus and Freer.
<.

Moffatt suggests that

/

was the original, conforming with ( ten.,5 of 7:1.

,

"

since O(fX<C(£<S

occurs in verse 27.
'

cret<5

This may not be true

In any case, "Once the category is
/

levi·tical, the interchange of olf~(cet.·US

and

<
/
Ct(.:'lt1)

becomes natural."

29

28du Plessis, p. 221.
29James Moffatt, The Epistle to the Hebrews, International Critical
Commentary (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1924), P• 101.
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Of the three passages being considered, 7:28 is the clearest.

It

I

suggests most clearly what T£.,\t< ow means, and provides solid clues toward
establishing secondary senses.

The passage contrasts Levitical priests

with the Son who has been consecrated eternally.
trast is between .

,

,.

ol ('k:C

(

e(( S

Specifically, the con-

,,l?(.o'i'Tt.S ' 6{) l'Y t<W
,
o(

\

/

and Tl:Tl" Hw;,a.voV.

The Levitical priests ar~ many, are weak, and are appointed by the law.
The Son is unique, holy, . and appointed by the word of an oath.
ority of oath over law was established in 6:13-7:22.

The superi-

The weakness of

Levitical priests is not only their dying (7:23); bu·t their own sins (7:27).
It is the total condition of limitation both personally and by virtue of
the human condition.

This weakness and dying accounts for the plurality

of priests.
In contrast, the Son has been consecrated eternally.

,

feet tense of

T(Al'<.ow

The presence of

Ko(

is new, the thought is in line with ·2:10 and 5:9.

,9 c ~7'7,'<< does not replace

a term of consecration.

While the per-

Both terms are related.

of the consecration which follows appointment.
this consecration involves:

,t

Tt

---I

"At< 4Jf,<. / vov
,

iTt.AHWµtVbV

as

speaks

The context suggests what

being exalted above the heavens (7:26); being

seated at the right hand of the throne (8:1); being a minister in the true
tent (8:2).

As in the previous passages, these "formal" nuances ' grow out of
I

the consecratory meaning.

They are expressions of a .Tt~t<Oj

consecration.

In this passage there is some evidence that eternal consecration does refer
11

to the "Endzustana seiner himmlischen Erhohung."

30

30Pranz Joseph Schierse, Verheissung und Heilsvollendung (Milnchen:
I<arl ·Zink Verlag, 1955), p. 155.
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The Question of Moral Perfection
The basic difference between the presen~ investigation and most discussions of
tance.

TiA((C: w

is that here moral perfection is of secondary impor-

In fact, "perfection" has hardly been mentioned, . owing to the

conclusion that in Hebrews T£..\uo'°«..) basically reflects cultic terminology
("to consecrate"), not moral terminology ("to perfect"), and that the
question of Jesus' moral development forms too small a part of consecration
to warrant attention as a prime factor in his becoming High Priest.

The

I
/
use of -, t11.Cc
ow
, insofar as it denotes a change in Jesus• life, does

touch on all aspects of his development.
of

T(A£c.o'w

But to limit the interpretation

to "moral" or "formal" is to posit too few possibilities.

Hebrews uses TtAtco'w

neither exclusively formally nor morally.

cultic meaning includes and subslDlles both of these.

The

On this point Cullmann

says:

the cultic interpretation alone is too narrow and represents an
abridgement of the statement. Just as the High Priest concept
applied to Jesus is so fulfilled that the purely cultic in general
must be raised to a higher level, so must the purely cultic concept ·,tt\cc. v applied to him necessarily include also the sense
of making J1¥)rally perfect.31

ou

This statement seems to say that the cultic meaning is too narrow.
cludes, however, by subsuming the moral meaning under the cultic.

It conThe

present investigation has sought to demonstrate that the cultic meaning of
/

T£Arc()w

is· so rich that it covers far more area than moral categories

suggest.

31
Cullmann, pp. 92-93.
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nte discussion of moral perfection has often resulted in strained
solutions.
of

1

Tt.>. cc.

ntese include interpretations which maintain that "the subject
w c < _s

is always the priest, never the man."

32

Similarly, the

essay b y Kogel,
which stresses the perfection of Crist
"
h
's"Heilsmittlerqualidlt," was directed specifically against the moral view of perfection.
Hebrews itself is silent on these distinctions.

Most of the desire to

posit or discredit moral perfection stems from the use of the ·word "perfection."

nte present investigation has suggested that notions of perfect-

ing are legitimate secondary nuances, bu~ that it is misleading to trans-

,

late 7rArco w

as "to perfect."

nte English verb "perfect" does not contain
I

•

I'

enough cultic flavor to reflect the sense of Tl>.tlo~.
carries a strong moralistic flavor of its own.
is a better translation.

If need be, T2J...utw

In addition, it

Consequently, "consecrate"
may be rendered "consum-

mate," "fully equip," or "glorify," since these verbs can express the
uniqueness and heavenly nature of Christ's consecration.

At least "conse-

crate" restores the cultic tone which "perfect" misses, and it guards
against unnecessary sidetracks into the question of Jesus' moral development.

ntat Hebrews discusses Jesus' development cannot be debated,. but

Tdu:l.) does not express this development. nte consecration or consummation comes from outside, from the Father.

It has far wider meaning than

moral perfection because consecration embrac~s not only the status and
development of Christ, but his function on behalf of men.

3

2vos, p. 589.
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I
I£ i'\((ow
as Applied

..
I

to Men

Hebrews 10:14
The text is to be read._ according to the Nestle · text.

Bengel' s con-

e

jecture, based on the sile~ce of the iota subscript, is without known manuc

/

script evidence, and the replacement of <lr'~<ot~eµn-c:v5 by

)

/

ol''«:J.l W~o;t<t'v01JJ

in P46 is probably a copying error.
'
I
The occurrence of TL,\rcot.J
in verse 14 marks the second time riAtcow

is used in chapter 10.

In 10:1 it is used negatively to denote the inability

of the law (by repeated sacrifices) to consecrate those who draw near.
In other words the old system did not enable men to stand before God in
their sinful condition.

With Christ's

'

F...

Cf°"

I'

"°'r

sacrifice, he has done

what the law and sacrifices could not do, namely, consecrate men.

With

one offering he has consecrated those who are sanctified.
While sanctification and consecration are both cultic and closely related, they are not identical.

Michel distinguishes them in the following

way:

TfAl<o;v bedeutet, dass das Opfer in kultischer Hinsicht ein
neues Verh~ltnis zu Gott schafft. Was einmaliges Ereignis ist
(,t:n.,\r(w,c:'.h), vollzieht sich in einem fortwirkenden Prozess
(o<~<.o( ~ o µtvov5). 33
C

I'

Even though o(crc.-<

tw

is used to express the purpose of Christ's atoning

work (10: 10; 13: 12), 7Utc~u seems to be a more inclusive term.

Just

as Christ was consecrated in order to sanctify (2:10), so those who are
sanctified undergo a consecration which enables them to come before God.

33
Michel, p. 227.
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Durch sein hohepriesterliches Handeln ••• vor Gott hat Christus
die, den~n dieses Handeln gilt, ein £Ur allema~. £Hhig gemacht,
als Entsuhnte unmittelbar vor Gott zu treten ••• in himmlischen
Heilig tlUll. 34
If consecration represents an "advance" over sanctification, it is simply
to show that under the new covenant even the people are granted priestly
privileges by virtue of their High Priest.

Verse 18 mentions the forgive-

ness of sins; the next verse mentions more:

the confidence to enter the

'
The second privilege falls under the category of -rfAtc ~l->

sanctuary.

,

and represents an immediacy of relationship, which although not absent
/

(

from Q?f< d.. f w , is more vivid when seen from the perspective of priestly
privilege.
Hebrews 11: 40
The text is to be read without accepting the P46 variant of -rrpo ~ -

/l ,\ l. 'f o< µ/vo\J
this reading.

for

71·{

o ~ ,\ t

1 o1.µ fvo1) • No other manuscripts contain

The variant may have arisen in an effort to emphasize "pro/

vide" rather than "foresee," both of which are present in Trpo f.3,h.1Tw.
Although

"

T!~C(o<...)

in 11:40 applies to men as in 10:14, and is not

far removed from the context of 10:44, it has significant features which
are new.

First, it is not located in a cultic setting.

Second, the verb

is passive, and does not specifically mention that Christ is the power
behind it.

These points raise a question about the applicability of cultic

categories in this passage.
states:

Delling notes the setting of chapter 11 and
I

.

"Anders ist -r!,\t.cow in Hb llf gebraucht • • • •

.,35

34
I
.
II
G. Delling, "Ttl\tcow," Theologisches Worterbuch zum Neuen Testament,
begrUndet von Gerhard Kittel (S~uttgart: W. Kohlhanmer Verlag, 1965), VIII, 84 •
. 35Ibid.
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"
The context of 11:40 provides clues toward under~tanding ,tAEco'-)
in this passage.

What the faithful Israelites did not receive was a

" (11:14), a heavenly -rro>..cr (11:10,16). In other words they did
I

TT« T(( S

not come into God's very presence, into ''the city of the:.living God, the
heavenly Jerusalem" (12:22). K8gel calls this goal "die Gemeinschaft mit
36 ·
.
dem Vater • .•• "
which is the "rest" of 4:1. One of the passages already
considered, 2:10, noted that the consecration of Jesus was part of a plan
by which God was bringing many sons to glory.

These clues indicate that

TtAr<:w signifies the consummation of the believer's life, the achievement of the goal, the vision of God (compare 12:14).
Die 11Vollendung" ( -rt Atc.o~~ c9ot'<) ist offenba~ auch hier eschatologisches Ereignis. Jeder einzelne Christ muss sie erwerben, aber
er empf~ngt diese Gabe im Zusanmenhang mit der ganzen Gemeinde.37
The meaning of

,,

,tAt:cow in 11:40 comes close to it~ meaning in Wisdom

of Solomon 4:13, where the notion of rest and final achievement is evident.
The nuances of finality and completeness both stem from a formal interpretation of TfAtc C:w , depending on whether T;Ao.s
stood as the basic root.

or T~AH 05

is under-

Both thoughts are present in 11:40, where

/

,duow connotes both goal and conswmnation.

This is not to say that

11:40 is not related to the other passages where
10: 14, where the cul tic setting is obvious,

I

Tt.ArcoiJ
I

Tt.Atcc>W

is used.

In

describes the conse-

cration _which enables the sanctified ones to draw near to God with priestly
privilege.

-

,

I

lt~troW in 11:40 describes the same nearness, but without

overt cultic associations.

3

6x.8gel, p. 56.
37 .
.·
Michel; p. 284, n. 1.

/

Although it is possible that TtAt<ou is still

74
I

being used :a s a technical cultic term, the conte~t suggests some of its
other legitimate meanings.

Thus in this passage the more formal nuances

Which have been secondary are now primary.

,,

Yet in view of the former

cultic emphasis of ~tAt<oc...) , it is likely that the verb still retains
a cultic flavor.

The over-all notion is the same:

that of bringing men

near to God.
'

The phrase ,',<.'7

C ,..

,xwec5

'1,<<JY'

is stronger than "not before us."

As Michel mentions, it means "not without us. 1138 Sowers notes that the
Jewish teaching on the relationship between generations was just the
opposite of the teaching in 11:40.

39

For example, Philo, following Jewish

tradition, makes the welfare of the present generation dependent on the
intercession of the patriarchs. 40

In Hebrews the consummation of the

former saints is linked with the present saints.
similar. thought occurs in Revelation 6:11.

Michel notes that a

He also quotes W. Vischer's

helpful analogy of a relay race, in which individual runners finish at
different times, but only obtain victory when the last man finishes.

41

Hebrews 12:23
The text of 12:23 is to be read in the Nestle text.
.

and its Latin version read
/

7f'ICUµot~ (

71)"(,jµot-r <
I

and 7t.7tt\ tcc.:>µtVtJY.

Neither variant is well supported.

38~.
39
· Sowers, p. 114.
40
Praem. ~ . 166.
4

Claromontanus
/

~chel, p. 284, n. 2.

and

-ri.

9t}<.1A lW,<,<.f'.Va>V for

Hilary also supports the latter variant.

,,

If

77VlU,;l(Cl(T<.

were ·genuine, it would

75
introduce a possible mention of the Holy Spirit, but nowhere else is the
Holy Spirit designated as the "Spirit of just men."

Both variants are

understandable scribal errors.
Although the setting of

TCA~c;c..u

does contain some cultic references

(12:.2 4), the emphasis of 12: 18-24 lies on a comparison between the events
at Mount Zion, and the events in the present generation.
cult is not under consideration in this passage.

The Levitical
I

Thus -rc.AHow again,

as in 11:40, may be loosely connected with cultic meanings.
Michel discusses the possibility that
is equiva
. 1 ent to therabb inc
i expressi on

d(1<.e1c.'wv

rt.rr.Ac<wµ.{vt..JV

O \ 1 ., r..)
,/\. "',/.'\\

D .. D."
..
I. .·1 ·~~ '

the "wholly righteous."
II
d ann wurden
nGerechte" gemeint sein, iber die das Urteil Gottes
II

11

sch on gefall~ ist •• . • wurden dann die Froumen sein, die das
Zeugnis erlangt haben, gerecht zu sein.4~
The difficulty with this interpretation, as Michel notes, is that the
passive verb form is used, not the adjective.
I

Given the verb form, it is more likely that 1'£AHow has the same
meaning in 12:23 that it has in 11:40.

It means "conswmnated" or "having

died victoriously."

Der Ausdruck ist ebenso zu verstehen, wie wir van den Verstorbenen
als den Vollendeten reden. Das sind diejenigen, welche mit dem
Kampf des irdischen Lebens und dem damit verbunden Leiden, von dem
ja Hebr~erbrief auch in so ergreifenden T8nen zu reden weiss
(10, 32 ff.; 12, 4 ff.), abgeschlossen haben und die am Ziel ihrer
Wallfahrt angelangt sind.43

42
Michel, p. 319.
43v!.!
-,ge1 , P• 56 •
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Again the passages in Wisdom of Solomon are closely parallel.

In 3:14 the

verb denotes victorious death, and in 3:1 there is mention of the souls
of the righteous being in the hand of God.
If the verb in 12:23 is used with the same meaning ~sin 11:40, then
an apparent contradiction ensues.
consummated ap~rt from us.
already occurred.

In 11:40 the faithful were not to be

In 12:23 it appears that just the opposite has

Westcott explains the problem in this way:

the thougH~ is no longer, as in the former clauses, of the complete
glory of the divine commonwealth, but of spiritual relations only;
not of the assembly in its augu~t array, but of the several members
of it in their essential being.44
This explanation does not do justice to the content of 12:18~24, which
emphasizes the august array in the heavenly Jerusalem.

A more likely

explanation is that the scene in 12:23 is viewed proleptically for parenetic
purposes.

In order to make his point that the new encounter with God is

a heavenly encounter, the writer envisions the entire heavenly scene in
advance.

This proleptic view has the effect of encouraging the readers

to listen to God.

While 11:40 provides comfort a~d satisfaction, 12:23

goads the reader to strive and persevere.

These two passages do not contra-

dict each other; they view the same scene from dif·f erent perspectives.
As in 11:40, the cultic significance of -rt~cc;w is present even
though T£Atc;<..)

most probably has a more formal sense.

cance is that the believer is present before God.
I

Dibelius, who interprets

.

Tt,d tc. wµ t vov

This cultic signifi,

cul tically, speaks of the souls

derer, die j ene Weihe

11

. d ,.45
scho~ empfangen haben und in das himmlische Bei1 igtum e i ngegangen sin.

44

Westcott, p. 416.

45 ·
Dibelius, p. 168.
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Whether 'TtAt.cou

is viewed formally or culticall,y, the effect is the same:

men are brought into the presence of God.
The Relationship between the Consecration
of Jesus and the Consecration of Men
I

Three of the

TfA

tcow-passages explicitly connect Jesus' consecra-

tion and mankind's (2:10; 5:9; 10:14).
7:28.

The same idea is also implicit in

Although the consecration which men experience is not identical

with that of Jesus, it is nevertheless inherent in the consecration which
Jesus experienced.

Kggel relates them in the following way:

In der Tat, der Heerfllhrerbervf Jesu wurde dadurch an sein Ziel
gebracht, dass die sHhne zu
gelangten und ihm so eine
Schar treuer Anh~nger gewonnen wurde. Beides ist miteinander
gegeben und beides is voneinander abh~ngig.46

doro(.

In answering the question ''Wie wird die Behauptung mHglich dass Jesus nicht
II
nur 'Vollender,' sondern selbst I Vollendeter I ist?, 1147 Kasemann
explains
II
II
48
Hebrews in terms of the Urmensch myth of the "erloste Erloser."

Als Flihrer ist Christus zugleich Vollender seiner Gemeinde:
Er flihrt sie zur hiT1U11lischen Vollendung als seinem und ihrem
Ziel. Seit seiner eigenen Vollendung liegt ihnen dieses Ziel
aber nicht mehr fern und transzendent verborgen. In der Darbringung seines Leibes und Blutes hat er ihnen schon auf Erden in
gewisser Weise Anteil an seiner Vollendung verschafft und sich
als Vollender bewHhrt.49

46v!.!
1 P• 62 •
~ge,
47 Ernat Idlsemann, Das Wandernde Gottesvolk (G8ttingen: Vandenhoeck und
Ruprecht, 1939), p. '83 • .
48
~ . , P• 90.
49
ibid., P• 89.
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The difficulty with K~semann's interpretation is that -the written sources
for the gnostic redeemer myths are late, and their influence on Hebrews
cannot be proved.

Besides, the terms in which Hebrews presents the relation-

ship between "consecrated and consecrating" are primarily cultic, and
therefore find their home roost naturally in the Old Testament.
The title of High Priest is the most descriptive and recurring designation for understanding the relationship between Jesus' being consecrated
and his consecrating.

This mediatorial title encompasses Jesus' work of

offering .himself, s~nctifying and consecrating those who draw near, and
interceding before the Father.

It is an understatement to say that the

consecration of Jesus makes possible the consecration of mankind.

As

High Priest on behalf of men Jesus has already secured the consecration
(or access to God) of mankind.
his consecration (10:14).

The consecration of men is inherent in

This close connection is not expressed in terms

of imitation.

,

)

it is just the idea of f:.fd. Tl-'f which this book so strongly emphasizes which shows that an imitation of Christ is possible only
when we are first of all aware of the fact that we are not able
to imitate him. He is sinless; we are not. He offers the sacrifice of atoning death; we cannot. It is precisely the decisive
act of obedience which effects our perfection which we cannot
imitate.SO
)

,

:,,

The other mediatorial titles, o1e~'1(0.J (12:2),
' (

"

t

~c.c< w'V

•

/

(5:9),

o{(. TCOJ

/

1...1_

(2: 10), T £.Acc. w TI?S. (12: 2), ~ i:, c 7-?j (9: 15), and 7T('Ofk'oµo J

(6:20), all designate functions on behalf of men.

From. the perspective

of this investigation the mediatorial function of

r.£1tH c..,117

.

I

further attention.

50

.
Cullmann, p. 100.

\

/

J

deserves
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erscheint in 12,2 Jesus als der, an dem diese Schar schlechthin
urbildlich sichtbar wird (~e~'t lOJ), und der das Glauben zur
Vollen~ung gebracht • • • hat, dh ihm den vollkommenen Grund
. gegeben hat durch sein hohepriesterliches Werk.51
'

I

Later Delling notes that T£A C< W7'7J may designate "den • • • das vollendete
Glauben U" bt. 11 ~ 2 Thi s i nterpretat i on ta k es its cue f rom c hapter 11 , and
focuses on Jesus' own faith.

Similarly du Plessis reflects both possi-

bilities when he says:
"

I

The fact tpat -r'7S -,,c.,nw5 is construed without amplifying phrases,
makes it clear that it is to be interpreted absplutely and not as
the subjective act of Christ in the individual, as if He is confess·e d
as the Generator of personal faith. Consequently the AV and RSV
(a.o.) are erroneous in translating "Pioneer and Perfecter of our
faith". On the other hand, there is .no reason why the absolute
usage should not contain an allusion to the personal belief.of
Jesus.53
The parenetic setting of 12:2 lends support to the view that Christ
the -rt,.\!cc.J-r~J

is an example for imitation (compare 12:3).

Yet such

an interpretation does not exhaust the possibilities for understanding the
effects of Jesus' faith.

The other titles he bears testify to the qualita-

tive difference between him and all other believers.

The saints of chapter

11 displayed faith, but none received the title of -rf.A._tc. <.J
'

,,

'

I

r{5 .

/

As o1e-x,11tto 5 I<«< Tl11tc W7'1 r He constitutes the new ground, content and possibility of true realization of faith in God. By His
work He created a new dimension and channel for the fusion of
obedience, confidence, hope, and fidelity, because He pioneered
this road.54

51
,I
11
G. Delling, ''-rc).uwr11s, 11 Theologisches Worterbuch zum Neuen Testament,
begrllndet von Gerhard Kittel (St~ttgart: W. Ko~lhammer Verlag, 1965), VIII,

~.

\

52
Ibid., p. 88.
53 ·
du Plessis, p. 225.
54
Ibid.
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The pioneering and perfecting aspect of Jesus' work falls within the
priestly category, which is the dominant way of .expressing the connection
between the consecration of Jesus and mankind.

As High Priest Jesus makes

faith possible as the human responsibility within the consecrated relationship (10:19-22).

Because Jesus has been consecrated, he consecrates; that

is, just as he. was conse~rated to act as High Priest, so now he enables
others to draw near to God through himself and his work.
I

T( Al <o S

in Hebrews

Hebrews 9: 11
.I

.

I

The text of 9:11 is to be read fLYo,µ.cv()Y, not µtAAovrwY,
.even though the latter has the support of Sinaiticus, Alexandrinus, Freer,
Harclean Syriac (in a marginal reading), and Vulgate.

,,

The attestation for

~c.vo_µry"v is Vaticanus,· Claromontanus, P46, plus the Old Lat in and Syriac.
I

Thus the oldest Greek, Latin, and Syriac texts all attest of.YOµ lV'-uV

•

I

The variant may have. l?een introduced under the influence of µtAAovrwv
in 10:1.
/

The_impersonal use of ,£,\£,oJ

,,

in 9:11 refers to the heavenly ~l<"f V '1

which is described in several ways.
II

Das himmlische
Heiligtum
,
, erh~lt zwei Attribute der Uberbietung
(
, .,
(µtcCwv , Tt.At(orc.e,o,() und eines der Absolutheit
o"\J
(
,
"
,
,1
....
)
~c.ce"' 1"o(.'1ros ), das durch eine Erklarung (o'U "At1J '7f 'f'1J .<'T'<Hc..>~
verstHrkt wird.5~
.
?h1a tent is the outer division of the heavenly sanctuary, and corresponds

to the Holies of the earthly tent.

Cody deals extensively with the earthly

55
Michel, p. 202.

- ·

l -·

,
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and heavenly sanctuaries, and notes that "the division of the celestial
·
56
sanctuary into two parts has its role to play only in 9:11."
According
to Hebrews C~rist goes through this tent into the celestial Holy of Holies.
The identity of the outer tent is debated.

Some say it is the Church

(Westcott), or the humanity of Christ (early Greek fathers), or the upper
heavens.

It is possible that the expression does not call for an exact

equivalent.

Cody allows for a more relaxed figurative interpretation when

he says:
/

Thus the 6K7 Y"J of Heb. 9.11 is not exactly to be equated with
the body of Christ or humanity of Christ, but it is a figure primarily of the humanity of Christ as an instrument in the work of
salvation ( d c.~ instrumental) and secondarily of the entire span
of Christ's saving passage through the earthly plane ( d <~ local)
and on to heaven.57
/

Even this interpretation sees more meaning in ,
or helpful.

107

Y1

than is necessary

The greater and more perfect tent is the heavenly sanctuary,

as in 8:2, where it is called the
/

strating that ~i<7¥1

'K1V;')

T'JS

«>.,,&cv;r •

After demon-

in 9:11 is not the humanity of Christ, or the heayenly

region, Michaelis concludes:
Vielmehr wird gemeint sein, dass auch das himmlische Heiligtum
einen vorderen Teil enth~lt, der, verglichen mit der StiftshUtte,
ebenfalls 11grosser und vollkommener", aber von dem eigentlichen
Heiligtum, dem Allerheiligsten, zu unterscheiden ist.58
·

56
Cody, p. 150.
57

1bid., pp. 164-165.
58
/
•
II
Wilhelm Michaelis, 11 tK.l?V''1 ," Theolog1sches Worterbuch zu'm Neuen
Testament, begrUndet von Gerhard Kitt~l (Stuttgart: __w. Kohlbammer Verlag,
i933), I, 251. .
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.

The parallel between 9:11 and 8:2 helps explain -rr,\cco"n~l>f• The
:,
/
59
When 9:11
word o<. ~ '1 9c..vos describes the tent as eternal and heavenly.
says that the heavenly _tent is· greater and more perfect, these adjectives

further describe the superiority of the heavenly over the earthly.

The

greatness of the tent is not a spatial superiority.
Gemeint ist aber wohl, dass im hinunlischen Kultort jene Wirklichkeit erschlossen ist, die alles Irdische wesenhaft Uberbietet
• • • • Der Unterschied ist wieder qualitativ, nicht quantitativ.
Das himmlische Heiligtum heisst deshalb 11vollendeter11 , 11vollkonunener11 ,
weil in ihm das, wo von die Stiftshlitte nur schattenhaftes Abbild
ist, zu seiner wahre Wirklichkeit kommt.60
If Hebrews is influenced by Alexandrian dualism and two-world theories,
then the "greater and more perfect" aspect of the heavenly tent is its
ultimate "reality."
are tautological.

/

'

/

In that case, n .AiconfoS and ou 'J(t.cfo-;roc '7

It may be, however, that Hebrews is using hellenistic

philosophic forms without necessarily accepting all the content.

7lAlc o;_cpo5

,o S

may express some aspect of the heavenly tent.

If so,

"es ist

vollkommener als das irdische in seiner Vorl~ufigkeit, in dem keine vHllige
Reinigung von sUnden bewirkt wurde. 1161 ~ichel suggests a related aspect
of superiority when he equates "greater and more perfect" with "besser
geeignet zum himmlischen Dienst. 1162 Whether

-r!.Ac.co~zec,5 is automatically

5911 Im Hellenismus aber bedeutet ~,.,\ '18c.vo5
echt nicht m~hr nur im
allgemeinen Sinne sondern meint als Attribut der g8ttlichen Di~g~,
das /
'
'
" R d0 lf B ltmann 11 ~ / \ '162c. vo s
einzig ':1irk1ich11 Seiende, das Ewinge • • • •
u Unde~ von G~rhard Kittel
Theologisches Worterbuch
zum Neuen Testament, begr
(Stuttgart: w. _Kohlhammer Verlag, 1933), I, 251.
60

·
·
Schierse, p. 50.
/
wHrterbuch zum Neuen Testa61
\ •c." S " Theologisches
1965)
G. Delll.·ng ' "_.,
'~~~
'
(St ttgart··W Kohlhammer Verlag,
,
ment, begrUndet von Gerhard Kittel
u
•· •
VIII, 78 • .

6

~ichel, p. 203.

,

II
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synonymous with "heavenly," or whether it describes some aspect of that
which is heavenly, it reinforces the recurring emphasis that the work of
Jesus is superior to the work of Old Testament priests.
I

'Tt~tco3 in Hebrews 5:14-6:1

,

Hebrews 5:14 is the only passage in Hebrews where ,t:.A.((oi is used
as a personal designation.

/.

It is contrasted with v"77r<o5 , and carries
/

notions of matu~ity similar to -r~A~<os

in I Corinthians.

The mention

of two types of nourishment likewise recalls I Corinthians, except that

,,.

The food for the v '71T< o <.
milk in both cases.

is

In Hebrews, however, there is an added pedagogical

,,

dimension to the meaning of

,lAt<oJ .

The writer is chiding the readers
.

/

for their need of teaching when they themselves ought to be eJ (Jo,( & K<><',..\ o<. •
/

I'

"T~rcot corresponds manifestly with rJ (

)

/

D'1 T '7 e ( ~ . ,

/

(5:12) without being
/

wholly identical. 1163
o{( (,

dll(6Kot~o<.

The use of pedagogical language (
/

oVl<Yol

f-w , d (

/
o( /1(

dc.dcu Kw ,

&foe-tr.~,< ,

e< 6 ( 5 ) prepares the reader to interpret

I

v1rrco(

and 7t~Uo(

in terms of maturity in the learning process.

14b pinpoints one aspect of maturity;

Verse

the ability to distinguish between

good and evil.
H.P. Owen has illuminated the stages in 5:11-6:3 by a close reading
of the text, and comparisons with Stoic and Philonic parallels.
three stages:

,,.

the 'vf/1TC D5

, fit only for milk (the ABC's); the

He sees

/,

7f.A.C.CD S

who has his faculties trained to distinguish between good and evil; and
/

/

the , U. {c o_s

63

, who, having been trained (

du Plessis, pp. 207-208.

Ot.'6'\JJAY°'-6)1(.£Yol ),

is able

,

84
'

t'.

to receive 6,l.f f..,,t T(O<f'"J •

/

Owen translates

d1Kol<06VV'7j

as "a

principle of righteousness, 1164 which is the moral standard built up during
the practice of making moral choices.

This threefold division of stages

(infantile, ethical-practical, religious-theoretical) is paralleled in
Philo.

Epictetus has a partial parallel, understandably omitting the third

stage.

What is remarkable about Hebrews 6:1 is the intention of bypassing

'

the first two stages for the moment, and proceeding immediately to 6 Ti et.ot

T(o<p1,/'.

The force of

d(o,,

in 6:1 cannot be made concessive.

Yet logic seems to dictate the opposite. Pupils who are uncertain
of the opening stages of their subject are normally required to
revise and master these before they go any further. One must assume
that the author's mind is working according to different principles.65
Owen suggests that the author may be omitting the

Dlf<;A< 05

because its

content is such an "arid propaedeutic, 1166 that it would not counteract the
apathy and sluggishness of the readers.

It may be that stage two (moral

practice) is omitted in eschatological urgency.
This is a bold venture and an inevitable one. The disease cannot
be healed in any other way. The only method of curing such
lethargy is by an appeal to the imagination • • • • Yet it would
be misleading to say that the author intends the third stage to
act as a substitute for the previous two, as if their claims were
simply ignored. Rather he hopes that the third stage will subsume
all the properties of the previous two in its own superior mode. 67

64walter Grundmann, "Die "1,(,,co(. in der urchri,.stlichen Parli9ese," New
Testament Studies, v (1959), p. 192, understands "o~s d<..Kot<o 6VY'1S
to
be the doctrine of righteousness, while Michel, Der Brief an die Hebr~er
(Ggttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1957), p. 143, considers the genitive
to ·be one of quality, and therefore translates "richtiger Rede." Owen's
translation of Ao~o_s has parallel in the ~toic
6165 .>..t~o S., and fits
the context best.

o~

65
H. P. Owen, "The 'Stages of Ascent' in Hebrews V, 11 - VI, 3," New
Testament Studies, III (1956-57), 248.
66
Ibid., p. 249.

67

Ibid.
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/

The meaning of

Tf

Ac., o7'1.S in 6: 1 is debated.

ist in Hb 6,1 lexikalisch nicht wie

Delling says

I

.

-,-c,\ccoJ in 5,14 gebraucht.

II

T!Arc~'7.S
68
11

Similarly du Plessis avoids associations of maturity in -rcAcc;,~5 •
"There is simply no example available where the word expresses maturity. 1169
/

On the other hand, since the Y"/ "(o<

are presented in a pedagogical setting,

/

1
it may be that -, ..·~,
• co-n..
·,~r

to pedagogical immaturity.
forces the view that

expresses pedagogical advancement in contrast
I

"
T~~lco71J

)

represents an advanced learning level.
.

I

II

I

is t Tf.A £( o7'15

"Im Unterschied zu cxf'](I?

christlichen Lehre. 1170

/

The use of °'('X-11 in both 5:12 and 6:1 rein-

die hgchs te S tufe der

K~semann calls this teaching a
I

.

/

II

Die pragnante Ausdruck -rt.A C.COT'f5 Hebr. 6, 1 durfte anzeigen, dass
unyer Br~ef mit seinen Ausflihrungen yon Kap. 7 · ab einen solchen
AO!fo5 7!.Acco5 darzubieten gedenkt. 7
Although Hebrews may not reflect such gnostic terminology, the idea of
advanced teaching is present in 6:1.

Sowers calls the mature doctrine "a

Christological exegesis of the 'oracles of God' (5:12), i.e., the Old
Testament. 11

72

/

The best translation for r~~l(o71J

is not "perfection"

(either as a moral attainment or as a subje~t for discussion), but '.'maturity"
/

Thus ,lAl(oT'7j

(in terms of mature teaching).
only in · opposition to

/

V'71T(o(

68

,

'

gathers its meaning not

/

but to ol.(1C'1 •

/
II
G. Delling, "'fl.AL(o-r? S' ," Theologisches Worterbuch zum Neuen Testament, begrlindet von .Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer Verlag, 1965),
VIII, 80, n. 12.
69

du Plessis, p. 209.

70
Delling, p. 80.
71"
Kasemann, p. 122.
72.
Sowers, p. 79.
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I

I"

The use o-::: 7V\e<o5

in Hebrews resembles 7t:Ac<o5 in Paul, especially

in I Corin~:, ::..:ms 2: 6-3: 1.

Both use the t e:.::'i to denote maturity.

Both

speak to situations in which the readers ar e unprepared to advance with

the writer.

"
Both associate the ability of discernment with being 7£Atco5

(compare I Corinthians 14:20; Philippians 3:15).

Both associate

"
r£Atco5

with teaching ability (Colossians 1:28; 3:16) .
/

The use of r£~£<05
Paul.

in Hebrews also varies in some respec~s from

The writer to the Hebrews does not let the immaturity of the readers
_)

>

of

OVJ<

.)

I

.

The o t o of Hebrews 6:1 is just the opposite

stop him from proceeding.
I

1d11v1Ehrr

in I Corinthians 3:1.
:,

difference is not radical.

Paul's

was probably not carried out.

oUK

It may be, however, that this
)

/

1/v-..'7$'7y in I Corinthians 3: 1

The approaches of . Paul and the writer to

the Hebrews are opposite, but attempt the same purpose:
grow up spiritually.

to make the reader

Owen notes another difference between the two writers.
I

"The author's message is dV6tf1t7Vl~ro5 (v. 11) not because it is intrinsi,

cally remote (as is the 671.flot

I"

T (O Cf',

community is dull of hearing. 1173

of Philo and Paul) but because the

In the present study it was noted earlier

that in Corinth the difficulty lay in the readers, not in Paul's message.
His readers lacked the leadership of the Spirit, and were not in a position .
to hear Paul's message.

There is no essential difference between the two

writers on this point.

The main difference is one of emphasis. Hebrews
"
emphasizes the pedagogical side of ,d,t<o .S , while Paul, in attempting
I

to refute false notions of what it means to be

Tf AC( o

S,

interprets it in
I

terms of spiritual maturity in the community.

Paul recasts T~AClo~

while Heb!ews em2loys it with a more positive, permanent meaning.

730wen, p. 251.

,

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The object of this investigation has been to determine the meaning
I

and

,'i. A(.( o

in Paul and Hebrews.

c....)

Although the limited

scope· of the subject might have suggested that this task was elementary,
it has become evident that these terms are not employed with a uniform
I

Chapter II sought to show the background of -rrA l<<>5

meaning.

in order

to identify the various meanings of the word in its diverse settings.
/

view of the diverse usage of

TtA tc o

5 ,

In

the New Testament portion of the

investigation rested heavily on the New Testament contexts.

In some cases

I'

the context was very helpful in determining what rt At<oJ meant.
passages the context allowed for various suggestions.

,,

diverse pre-Pauline usage of T~At(oJ

In other

The combination of

and diverse New Testament settings

made the object of this study a limited, and yet fundamental one:

to

I'

translate, and demonstrate the sense of Tr.),, t<
The investigation of
sions.

I
7£....\

£«15

o5

•

in Paul suggests the following conclu-

The word itself is not used frequently.

It does not appear to

have been a favorite term of St. Paul, nor does he use it as a standard
designation for Christians.

In fact, there is evidence that the term is

not his own, but belongs to those who used the name presumptuously.

In

I Corinthians 2:6-3:1, for example, Paul drops the term in favor of

,,

In Philippians 3: 12-15 he also redefines what it means

77".'tvµ o< 7 c ,.4c OJ •
I

to be Tc>. l< o
I'

use

Tf~

r,o r

.

s.

It should be noted, however, that on occasion Paul does

positively in reference to Christians (I Corinthians 14: 20;
\

Colossians 1:28; 4:12).

88

A further question dealt with the appropriateness of translating
I'

·uAuo5 with the English adjective, "perfect." The present study has
generally avoided the term, except in non-personal usage.

As applied to

I

men,

,t.~(<oJ

denotes maturity more than perfection.

The English word,

"perfection," suggests moralistic emphases which are not foremost in

,
,tA<co5.

To speak of the doctrine of perfection "in Paul (on the basis

,

of ·n:A t< o S ) is somewhat misleading.

In the first place, Paul avoids
I

the noun form almost entirely.

The only occurrence of ,~}.t.<o7'?S (Colossians

,.
3:14) is one of the most disputed forms of TiAlco5
corpus.

in the whole Pauline

It is granted that it is not necessary for Paul to use a noun

form in order to speak of a concept, but it is noteworthy that he avoids

,
abstracting ·n.Arco.5
English.

,

into a form which is equivalent to ''perfection" in

When conunentators begin speaking of perfection as soon as they

see 7tALros · , they are making a switch in categories which is sometimes
misleading.

For example, R. Newton Flew, in speaking of perfection in

St. Paul, comes to the conclusion that "he distinguished between absolute
· perfection, which was reserved for the future • • • , and a relative perfection which he regarded as realizable by himself and his converts."

1

/

Six of seven passages cited as evidence are those in which 7tAtlcj

occurs.

This split view of perfection does not do justice to the word "perfection"
or to Paul.

The term "relative perfection" attetnpts to render Paul's

description of spiritual maturity.

It fails because "relative perfection"

is a contradiction in terms, and is open to serious misunderstanding.

The

truth is that English notions of perfection carry too much metaphysical

1R. Newton Flew, The Idea of Perfection in Christian Theology (London:
Oxford University Press, 1934), p. 52.
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and moral weight to render adequately the more simple Pauline notion.s of
maturity.

Nor is "perfection" able to capture the God-related character

I

of ,tA£<05 , which is evident as far back as Genesis 6:9.

On the contrary,

"perfection" usually denotes individual, solitary achievement.
A related difficulty with "perfection" terminology is that it is
closely linked with the pursuit of the ideal.
parts ways with Paul.

Here again, such terminology

Although Paul encourages growth and striving, his

message contains no achievement of perfection by gradual steps.
striving flows from the assurance of the goal.

Christian

This goal is no Ideal, but

a person, God Himself.
/

Paul may teach what has been understood as perfection, but the
terminology should not bear the entire weight of such teaching.

7rAt.<05-

Paul's

teaching on sanctification, the Holy Spirit, and eschatology show his
views more clearly.

It is best to reflect his own terminology, which if
/

done, would place Paul's

.,-i:~ l<

05 references under the larger category

of growth and sanctification in the Spirit.
The conclusions suggested by the study of Hebrews are the following.
The verb

/

7fA.f(O

,

w is capable of several meanings, and Hebrews may. well

be employing the term in such a way that more than one meaning is intended.
/

However, in view of the cultic setting of most of the

,f'.~ t< o w

-passages,

there is a basis, both in the LXX and in the context of Hebrews, for trans-

"'
lating 7tAt.c.ow

as "to consecrate."

noted in each case.

.

/

As with

.

,r.~rc~

Possible secondary nuances were
in Paul, this study has avoided

the expression "perfection" as an interpretation of the word
.

.

TtA.t.<:~.

It is admitted, however, that finding a substitute for the verb "to perfect"
is more difficult than finding a replacement for the adjective.

The verb

90

"to consecrate" does not capture all the notions of consummation in
but it does reflect the cultic orientation.

The purpose of this study has

not been merely to translate, but to reveal meaning.

The conclusion of

this study is that "to consecrate" is a 's lightly more meaningful and less
misleading term than "to perfect."
I

Further investigation of T!AtcDJ
rest of the New Testament.
ship between

/

and cognates should include the

Of particular interest would be the relation-

,sAuow in Hebrews and the Gospel of John.
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